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PATRON MEMBERS

Patron membership category will bring you many great advantages and additional promotion for your company.
The Patron category, in addition to all AmCham benefits, entitles you also to:
• free of charge participation at regular AmCham events for 1 company representative (except charity gala dinners)
• logo displayed at all events
• logo displayed in all AmCham publications
• logo displayed at AmCham website with a link to your website
• special event
If you would like to join or upgrade your membership to Patron category, or need any additional info, please contact AmCham office.
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CHAMBER NEWS
AMCHAM WEBSITE ANALYSIS
We have started to more comprehensively analyze our website. Since we have
been monitoring the data for only 2-3
weeks we cannot publish the results yet,
but we will update you thru our e-bulletin.
Presently, we can share some facts that we
believe you will find interesting:
• most visited page: ‘Patron members’
(36%)
• average monthly visits (based on 2006
data): 10.000
Just to remind you, we are offering to all
members to display your company logo for
free at the members listing on AmCham
website, if you include the AmCham logo
on your webpage, expressing your membership within the largest international business association in Croatia!

WEBSITE VISITORS LOCATIONS •

UN’S GLOBAL COMPACT
INITIATIVE PRESENTATION
February 12, 2007
UNDP Croatia held a presentation of the UN’s Global Compact Initiative for AmCham
members, with a theme “Global Compact as a vehicle for business against corruption”
on February 12, 2007 at the Regent Esplanade Hotel in Zagreb.
Global Compact is the largest corporate social responsibility initiative in the world
today. It was initiated at the World Economic Forum in 2000, when Kofi Annan invited
the international companies to adopt, implement and promote the basic principles of
ethical business, on a platform which enables collaboration and partnership with other
relevant sectors in the society. The response was immediate: the initiative now has
some 3000 members, 2700 out of which are companies from some 80 countries of the
world, acting together mostly through national networks. For more information on UN
Global Compact visit www.unglobalcompact.org
The networks consist of companies committed to continuous improvements of their
practices in the areas of human and labor rights, environment, and transparency. Its
activities are carried out through dialogue, learning, and partnership projects.
Opportunities for networking and learning have been reported as the principal benefits
of participation worldwide.
UNDP Croatia plans to launch the Global Compact Initiative and the national network
in late February 2007. Following the launch they plan to hold a series of learning events
that would help the participating companies to incorporate the Global Compact principles in their business operations, and to report on achievements in this respect. They
also plan to explore and support the formulation of partnership projects on developmental issues of joint interest.

4

CONGRATULATIONS!
Majda Tafra-VlahoviÊ, PR
Manager of Coca-Cole Beverages Hrvatska and member of
AmCham’s Board of Governors, has completed her Ph.D.
degree on ‘public relations of
socially responsible company’
at information sciences studies
of University of Zadar, becoming only the second person in
Croatia with a Ph.D. in public
relations. Ms. Tafra-VlahoviÊ
graduated and completed her
masters degree at the Faculty
of Philosophy of University of
Zagreb, as well as postgraduate study at the Public Relations Institute in London. In
April, she will finish a threeyear program for accredited PR
practitioner at the Institute. She
has over 30 years of professional experience, starting in
journalism, and later in nonprofit sector and business.

NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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“NIGHT OF A THOUSAND DINNERS 2006”
MINE ADOPTION CEREMONY
On January 26, 2007, in the village Tordinci (Vukovarsko- Srijemska County), AmCham Croatia
held the Mine Adoption Ceremony & Press conference, during which we presented the “Night of
a Thousand Dinners 2006” donation to CROMAC (Croatian mine action center). The total funds
donated are an impressive 140.000 USD (approx. 785.400,00 kn). They will be used for demining
the area around the elementary school in the village of Tordinci. This war-torn area is consistently
losing its inhabitants and this is why it is of great importance for the whole county to enable families to remain and live a normal life. The mine suspected area surrounding this elementary school
amounts to 49.610 m2 and the realization of this project will enable safe movement of school children, safer environment for playing and traveling to school.
AmCham delegation - Executive director Damir VuciÊ, US Ambassador Robert Anthony Bradtke,
Canadian Ambassador Thomas Marr and representatives of project sponsors and donors (Mrs.
Marija RadoniÊ - Diners Club International, Mr. Krunoslav ValentiÊ - Western Union and Mr. Andrej
SardeliÊ and - Croatian Post) - were greeted by Mr. Boæo GaliÊ, Prefect of Vukovarsko-Srijemska
County and Mr. Josip MaletiÊ, Mayor of Tordinci Municipality. Participants at the ceremony included Mrs. Marija Pleπec PongraË - International Trust Fund For Demining and Mine Victims Assistance
and Mrs. Andreja GustoviÊ Ercegovac - Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration. After
a short performance prepared by Tordinci schoolchildren, the donation check was presented to Mr.
Oto Jungwirth (CROMAC Director).
AmCham’s “Night of a Thousand Dinners 2006” was, once again, among the most successful
dinners held in the world, thanks to the support of many individuals and companies, especially our
main sponsor Diners Club International and biggest donors - Western Union, HP - Hrvatska Poπta,
Splitska Banka- Societe Generale. AmCham has raised and donated a total of 360.642,00 USD
(2.095.330 kn) during this project (from 2001 - 2006), which enabled demining of cca.213.184 m2
of Croatia. We would like to thank all supporters of this project, and hope that you will join us at
the next event in April 2007.

Night of a
Thousand Dinners
April 20, 2007
The Westin Zagreb,
Crystal Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
Donations can be paid to AmCham’s
special account no. 2330003-1100367301 at
Societe Generale - Splitska banka d.d.
PATRON
Grad Zagreb

e are continuing to donate for demining in
W
2007! For the sixth year, the American Chamber
of Commerce (AmCham), in partnership with the
Embassy of Canada, Embassy of the United States
of America and the City of Zagreb (2007 Event
Patron), is organizing a humanitarian gala dinner
for mine free Croatia called the “Night of a
Thousand Dinners”.
The newest dinner partner is the “Komedija” theater.
They are donating a very special dinner program and
we are sure that you are familiar with all the great
plays they have, especially the famous musicals:
Grease, Chicago, Aida, Full Monty. The best of the best
will be the part of the dinner program!
Croatia is among the most mine-affected countries in
the world! Recognize it as the problem in your neighborhood! Donate / sponsor this charity event !

PARTNER
ZagrebaËko gradsko
kazaliπte Komedija

Event covered by HRT, VeËernji list and Obiteljski radio.
Check www.amcham.hr for updates on the dinner and
sponsors/donators.

If you are interested in sponsoring this valuable project, please contact AmCham Office - Ms. Ivana KaravidoviÊ
phone: 385 1 4836-777, fax: 385 1 4836-776, e-mail: events@amcham.hr
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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REPORT

Filipovic Business Advisory Ltd. is pleased to inform you that the Third Annual International Conference on the Real Estate Market in
Croatia is on the way. This year the Conference will be held in May, on the 8th and the 9th. This is due to our efforts to organize two other
events that will precede the Conference. The events will take place as follows:

Brijuni International Golf Cup 2007
Brijuni National Park, Old Golf Course, May 4 - 6, 2007

Brijuni International Golf Conference 2007
Brijuni National Park, Hotel “Neptun - Istra”, May 7, 2007

The Third Annual International Conference on the Real Estate Market in Croatia
Zagreb, The Westin Hotel Zagreb, May 8 - 9, 2007

G

olf is a sport, which in a special way
unites different dimensions - sports,
business and the media. Therefore, it
is a unique combination of a sporting, business
and media event. In Croatia, golf is increasingly
gaining importance. There are great plans for
the development of golf. There is still not
enough knowledge and experience in the
development, construction and usage of golf
courses, and the whole accompanying golf
industry. Therefore, we need special conferences on golf, which will discuss all dimensions
of golf development. The Croatian real estate
market still attracts exceptional interest from
domestic and foreign investors, developers,
banks, users, consultants and a whole range of
other institutions and professions.
All three events together are an excellent
basis for an exclusive business, sports and
media event, and especially for establishing
business contacts and public relations campaigns for the participants in these events.
We are honored to have our Patrons, the
American Chamber of Commerce in Croatia
and The Austrian Trade Commission Zagreb,
supporting us again on our real estate event
and also giving us support in our new projects
- the golf tournament and the golf conference.
Alongside with the mentioned patrons, we are
proud to have a new Patron on our team, the
Trade and Investment Promotion Agency.
Brijuni International Golf Cup 2007
The Golf tournament will take place from
May 4 - 6, 2007 on the Brijuni islands. On May
6

4, 2007, there will be a preparatory training day,
during which the players will get acquainted
with the golf course. The competition will take
place on May 5 - 6, 2007, where golf professionals as well as amateurs will compete
against each other in the ProAm tournament.
The tournament will have appropriate prize
money for golf professionals.
For those who prefer some other type of
recreation, golf school and tour of the Island
will be organized. Also a cocktail party will be
held for all of the participants on Friday, 4th of
May in the evening. On Saturday, 5th of May
Gala dinner will be organized on one of the historical locations on the Island and on Sunday,
6th of May lunch with the award ceremony will
be held.
The technical organizer of the Brijuni
International Golf Cup 2007 will be the
Professional Golf Association of Croatia (PGA
of Croatia).
A whole range of important and influential
people from Croatia and abroad will be invited
to the competition. This will be a special opportunity to meet and establish business connections, as well as to promote companies.
We believe that the Brijuni islands are an
optimum site for organizing golf tournaments.
The Brijuni islands are an exceptional merger
of natural values and of cultural-historical heritage. On the Brijuni islands, golf is played on
a unique golf course, with sand greens dating
from 1922. In the spring of 2006, the whole golf
course with all 18 holes was renewed. One
thing that most attracts golfers to the Brijuni

golf course is the unique atmosphere - the
unspoiled natural environment, animals that
freely move around the island, and playing golf
on the beautiful Adriatic Sea. The Brijuni golf
course is a truly environment-friendly golf
course that leaves a deep impression.
Brijuni International Golf Conference 2007
The Conference will take place on May 7,
2007 on the Brijuni islands, Neptun-Istra hotel.
Various interesting topics will be discussed
at the Conference: The role and significance of
golf in the world, The development of golf in
Croatia, Environmental protection, The construction, use and operation of golf courses,
The construction of accompanying facilities at
golf courses and Golf course design.
Lecturers will be invited from the circles of
the representatives of competent state authorities of the Republic of Croatia, representatives of the Croatian Golf Association, representatives of the Professional Golf Association
of Europe, representatives of the Professional
Golf Association of Croatia, representatives of
investors, developers and constructors of golf
courses, environmental protection experts,
golf designers and experts of different profiles
dealing with golf.
The Third Annual International Conference
on the Real Estate Market in Croatia
We are very proud and honored that the
Partner Country of this year Conference is The
United States of America. Since the independence of Croatia, USA has stimulated the
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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Croatian-American business cooperation
through variety of conventions and agreements. USA was in the period from 1993-2001
the third largest foreign investor in Croatia,
after Austria and Germany. American investments made up 18% of total investments during the given period which amounts to 1,13 billion USD. More on the Croatian-American business side, with the emphasis on the real estate
sector, you can find out on the Third
Conference where a separate panel on this
topic will be held.

Page 7

Our Main Sponsors are Erste &
Steiermarkische Bank d.d. and S Immorent
Leasing International Holding d.o.o. The
Golden Sponsor is King Sturge d.o.o. Foreign
media coverage will be done by our media
sponsor Europaproperty.
Conference program will be divided into
lectures, workshops, panels and presentations
of development projects. Lectures will be held
during the morning hours on May 8, 2007 and
workshops, panels and presentations of development projects will be held in the afternoon

hours of May 8 and all day long on May 9, 2007.
Intense preparations for the organisation
of all three events are under way. Detailed
programmes for all three events, together
with all necessary information, terms of participation, registration of participants and
sponsorship options will be published at our
web site www.filipovic-advisory.com by the
middle of February 2007. For additional
information contact us directly at (00385)
1 481 6969 or through our e-mail address
konferencija@filipovic-advisory.com

HITROREZ - the Regulatory Guillotine
PRESENTATION BY MR. VEDRAN ANTOLJAK

AmCham Luncheon
February 7, 2007 - Hotel Sheraton Zagreb
What is the HITROREZ?
HITROREZ is the regulatory guillotine which
is an orderly, transparent and public-private
process that is designed to rapidly review many
regulations to determine if they are legal, necessary, and business friendly. The regulatory
guillotine in Croatia is aimed at business regulations and formalities, and will also be used to
simplify doing business in Croatia. It is carried
out in a few steps:
1) Taking an inventory of all procedures;
2) Reviewing the procedures by 67 Regulatory
bodies (e.g. ministries, agencies, etc.) and
business community;
3) Reviewing, in the first phase (July 1, 2007),
the procedures affecting businesses by
Special Unit for HITROREZ within the
Government’s Office, including consultation
with stakeholders;
4) Eliminating or simplifying those that do not
pass the tests;
5) Creating an electronic registry of all regulations and procedures that survive. The registry will become a one-stop source of information on all regulations, and later procedures and forms, in Croatia.
How many countries have used the guillotine approach?
Most of OECD countries and many other
countries have used the approach - South
Korea, Mexico, and Hungary - to rapidly prepare
their economies to compete in the global economy. Recently, Ukraine, Kenya, and Moldova
have used the guillotine in their transition to
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007

market economies.
What will be the results of the guillotine?
The Prime Minister has set a target:
HITROREZ should reduce the number of unnecessary regulation by up to 40 percent. Many of
the rest will be simplified. In that regard, the
Special Unit, with the assistance of the public
and private sector, will identify key regulations
and procedures that represents majority of barriers to doing business in Croatia which will be
the priority in the review process. The cost of
doing business in Croatia will be greatly
reduced as a result, improving competitiveness,
investment, and job creation.
In addition, the Special Unit will prepare the
legislative framework for the mandatory regulatory impact assessment (RIA) for all new and
change of existing regulations. This will be a
milestone for modern, permanent and sustainable regulatory management system in
Croatia.
How much time is needed to complete the
guillotine?
The guillotine of business regulations and
procedures will be completed by July 1, 2007.
How is HITROREZ staffed?
A Special Unit for HITROREZ in the
Government’s Office is heading up the regulatory reform. The unit is headeded by Vedran
Antoljak, a person named by the Prime Minister
and Croatian Government, who works with the
Government, the Minister of Justice, Central
Administrative Office for e-Croatia and others.
The unit has around 14 staff, some of them

lawyers and some business experts and economists from the Government, Trade Associations
and Private Sector, trained in carrying out the
reviews.
How is the public participating?
The reform is based on transparency and
consultation. Key stakeholders will have an
opportunity to review every business procedure included in the reform. A Business
Advisory Council is set up to ensure that consultation with the business community can be
carried out quickly and efficiently. General public and private sector can follow up on reform
status and provide their own feedback through
daily updated web site www.hitrorez.hr.
Will the guillotine reduce safety, health or
environmental protections?
The reform is explicitly designed to ensure
that necessary protections are maintained.
Simplification of the regulatory procedures will,
in fact, increase the effectiveness of the important procedures and regulations that remain.
What is the donor’s role in the reform?
USAID is providing technical assistance for
this reform, including the experts who
designed the base for the guillotine in Croatia
and have implemented it in several countries.
UNDP and FIAS (World bank) are co-financing
the Unit by providing additional local expertise
needed for efficient implementation of the
HITROREZ reform.
7

REPORT

AmCham Survey Results
“If you do not vote, you cannot
complain about the kind of
government you get”
The results of AMCHAM’s
membership survey are in:
they are both encouraging and
disappointing

QUESTION 1 - HOW MUCH DO YOU AGREE WITH THE STATEMENT
“AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CAN BE DEFINED AS AN”:

BY WAHYD VANNONI,
MEDIACODEX D.O.O.
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT,
AMCHAM BOARD OF GOVERNORS

F

irst, the encouraging parts. The vast
majority of respondents consider their
membership as positive (Question 6).
The mitigating trend is that Patron Members
are relatively less enthusiastic than either
business members or non-profit/individual
members.
Also viewed as positive, is AMCHAM’s effectiveness in representing the needs of the
business community (question 1.2) Individual/Non-profit and Patron members are especially vocal about this, as 100% and 75% of
them respectively agreed with this view.
Overwhelmingly however, members urge
AMCHAM to do more. Question 4 asked “what
kind of lobbying activities should the American
Chamber of Commerce conduct in order to
improve the regulatory business frame in Croatia?” In this framework, members were highly
interested in AMCHAM’s increased involvement in lobbying the government, information
campaigns, bilateral meetings. This means two
things. One is that members see AMCHAM as
relevant. The other and more important is that
they want more from AMCHAM. They want
AMCHAM to get even more involved.
This is where the disappointing part
comes in. While members like what
AMCHAM provides and would like AMCHAM
to do more, their involvement, as a whole leaves room for improvement.
For instance, while the majority of respondents wanted more business skills training, only 5.26% took advantage of trainings offered by
AMCHAM. It may be that the remaining
94.74% were not interested with what was on
offer. This is a plausible explanation. However,
8

QUESTION 3 - AM CHAM NEEDS TO INCREASE INFLUENCE WITH
CROATIAN GOVERNMENT/INSTITUTION

QUESTION 6 - HOW MUCH YOU ARE GENERALLY SATISFIED WITH SERVICE
QUALITY GIVEN BY THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE?

these same companies should therefore communicate with AMCHAM and let it know what
kind of training they would be interested in.
All in all, the survey shows that fully 50%
of respondents have not used any of AMCHAM’s services (Question 5 line 10). This is disappointing. A business organization like AMCHAM (the largest international chamber of
commerce in Croatia) should be understood
as a magnifier of individual possibilities because it is a network (see article Network Be-

nefits AMCHAM magazine no. 6/2006). A little
input, a little proactivity from any member
will be returned several times over both to the
member itself and to other members.
The conclusion is that we are heading in
the right direction as a group. The board and
the office are doing their parts to continuously improve AMCHAM. Some members are also very active in this respect. We are looking
forward to more involvement from that 50%,
because they too, will benefit from it.
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007

QUESTION 2 - WOULD YOU PLEASE GIVE YOUR OR YOUR COMPANY’S OPINION REGARDING WHAT KIND OF SERVICES SHOULD
BE OFFERED BY THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN ORDER TO BECOME MORE INTERESTING TO COMPANIES

QUESTION 4 - ACCORDING TO YOUR COMPANY’S OPINION, WHAT KIND OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES SHOULD THE AMERICAN
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE CONDUCT IN ORDER TO IMPROVE THE REGULATORY BUSINESS FRAME IN CROATIA

QUESTION 5 - COULD YOU PLEASE TICK THE SERVICES OFFERED BY THE AMERICAN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE THAT HAVE BEEN USED BY YOUR COMPANY DURING YOUR MEMBERSHIP

NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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REPORT

HGK: Umjesto Ëlanova,
funkcije komore plaÊat Êe graani
Za mjesec dana odluka o 200 milijuna kuna doprinosa koji HGK
plaÊaju hrvatske tvrtke
MARIJA BRNIΔ, POSLOVNI DNEVNIK

Komorski doprinos obaËunava se na ukupne prihode, te ga poduzeÊa moraju namiriti bez obzira na to
ostvaruju li dobit ili gubitak, kaæe –uro PopijaË, glavni ravnatelj HUP-a

O

ko 200 milijuna kuna godiπnje
gospodarstvu se “izbije” na plaÊanje
takozvanog komorskog doprinosa i
Ëlanarine Hrvatskoj gospodarskoj komori, a
koji su u Hrvatskoj obveza svih tvrtki. No u
Hrvatskoj udruzi poslodavaca, koja veÊ
gotovo desetljeÊe lobira za ukidanje
obveznog Ëlanstva u Hrvatskoj gospodarskoj komori, a koja je indirektno na to
ponovno skrenula pozornost tijekom
proπlotjednog sastanka u Vladi, ne upozoravaju samo na visinu tog davanja, nego i na
Ëinjenicu da ono u naplati uæiva poseban
tretman.
RU©ENJE KONKURENTNOSTI
Kako pojaπnjava –uro PopijaË, glavni ravnatelj HUP-a, rijeË je o izvanfiskalnom nametu
koji ima prioritet u naplati. Komorski doprinos
obaËunava se, naime, na ukupne prihode, a
poduzeÊa ga moraju namiriti bez obzira na to
ostvaruju li iz svojih prihoda dobit ili gubitak.
Osim toga, apsurdna je, po PopijaËevim
rijeËima, i situacija da se u potvrdama
Porezne uprave, koje poduzeÊa moraju
priloæiti kada traæe kredit ili se nadmeÊu na
javnim natjeËajima, komorski doprinos tretira
kao porez.
Komorski doprinos samo je jedan u nizu
izvanproraËunskih nameta koji po ocjeni
HUP-a poslovanje u Hrvatskoj Ëine manje
konkurentnim, no za razliku od ostalih o kojima se tek problematizira, o njemu se moæda
i najduæe javno polemizira. To viπe πto su
gotovo sve bivπe socijalistiËke dræave kroz
proces tranzicije reformirale i svoje
komorske sustave, te ih izloæile konkurenciji
u tom segmentu, kako bi tvrtkama
omoguÊile bolji servis usluga. Posljednja u
10

nizu uËinila je to Slovenija, prije pola godine,
a u kojoj joπ traje burna transformacija i
usklaivanje statuta tamoπnje gospodarske
zbornice s novim zakonom, koji Ëlanstvo u
komori prepuπta dobrovoljnoj odluci gospodarstvenicima. SliËna rasprava nedavno se
otvorila i u Srbiji, no upuÊeni tvrde da Êe i
tamo, kao i u Hrvatskoj, otpor reformama
komore biti velik. Uz Hrvatsku i Srbiju, pak, u
“tranzicijskom” dijelu Europe samo je joπ u
Albaniji Ëlanstvo u gospodarskoj komori
obvezno, a na tom su principu ustrojene i
komorske organizacije u veÊem dijelu EU.
Nakon proπlotjednog sastanka Vlade s
vodstvom HUP-a najavljeno je kako Êe za
mjesec dana biti gotova zajedniËka analiza

ZAKON O HGK USKORO U
SABORU
Neovisno o Vladi, u Hrvatskom saboru
bi, pak, ove jeseni u proceduru trebao
krenuti zakon o Hrvatskoj gospodarskoj
komori, i to kao inicijativa HSLS-a.
Potporu tom prijedlogu veÊ je najavio
dio oporbe, a nije iskljuËeno da mu
naklonjena bude i saborska veÊina.

koja od prokazanih parafiskalna davanja
imaju zakonsko uporiπte, te koja bi se eventualno mogla ukinuti. Mnogi u tome veÊ
vide moguÊnost da Vlada konaËno krene s
reformom komorskog sustava, πto je,
uostalom, na poËetku mandata Sanaderove
vlade bilo spominjano i kao jedna od prvih
zakonodavnih inicijativa u podruËju gospodarstva. OdluËnost u poduzimanju reformi u
sustavu koji zapoπljava viπe od 600 ljudi,

brzo je, meutim, nestala. “U odreenom
vremenskom razdoblju i Hrvatska Êe sigurno poduzeti reformu Komore i tako direktno rasteretiti gospodarstvo. To je samo
pitanje postojanja politiËke volje”, istiËe
PopijaË, zakljuËujuÊi kako i na toj razini sve
viπe sazrijeva spoznaja o nuænosti promjena.
USLUGE »LANOVIMA
I na najnoviji udar na postojeÊi model
financiranja i organiziranja HGK u toj instituciji odgovaraju kako smatraju da je pravednije
da se HGK financira iz Ëlanarine kojom “veliki
plaÊaju viπe, a mali manje, a svi imaju jednak
pristup uslugama i informacijama Komore”.
Ukidanje obveznog Ëlanstva, istiËu u Komori,
ne bi ugrozilo Komoru kao instituciju, ali ona
viπe ne bi mogla funkcionirati na dosadaπnji
naËin. Deseci tisuÊa Ëlanica, pojaπnjavaju, ne
bi mogle primati one usluge koje primaju
danas, a najveÊi dio njih to sebi financijski ne
bi mogao priuπtiti.
U svojoj argumentaciji HGK ukazuje kako
bi ukidanje obvezne Ëlanarine i doprinosa za
sva poduzeÊa imalo u financijskom pogledu i
drugu stranu medalje. “BuduÊi da netko mora
obavljati funkcije koje danas obavlja HGK,
dræava bi vjerojatno, kao i u mnogim zemljama gdje je neobvezno Ëlanstvo Komore,
osnivala vlastite agencije koje ne bi financiralo gospodarstvo, veÊ graani - porezni
obveznici, putem indirektnih poreza, odnosno PDV-a”, upozoravaju iz HGK.
Uz to, podsjeÊaju i kako model financiranja
Komore kakav ima Hrvatska, koji dakle poËiva
na obveznom Ëlanstvu, imaju i glavni hrvatski
vanjskotrgovinski partneri Italija, NjemaËka,
Austrija, te ©panjolska, Francuska, GrËka,
Luksemburg i Nizozemska.
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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HGK: Instead of Members,
Chamber Functions Will Be Paid by Tax Payers
In one month, a decision will be made on 200 million kuna fees for HGK
paid by Croatian companies
MARIJA BRNIΔ, POSLOVNI DNEVNIK, NOVEMBER 2006

Chamber fee is calculated based on total income, and companies have to pay it regardless if they are making
profit or not, said –uro PopijaË, Director of HUP (Croatian Employers Association).

C

ompanies pay around 200 million
kuna mandatory yearly fees for
Croatian Chamber of Commerce.
But Croatian Employers Association,
which has been lobbying for the abolition
of the mandatory Chamber fee for almost
a decade, and has indirectly raised this
issue again at the recent Government
meeting, in addition to the amount of fees
also warns about the privileged position
this payment has.

COLLAPSE OF COMPETITIVENESS
–uro PopijaË, Director of HUP, explains
that it is a non-fiscal obligation that has a priority in payment. Chamber fee is calculated
based on total income, and companies have
to pay it regardless if they are making profit
or not. Besides, according to Mr. PopijaË, it is
absurd that in the Tax authority statements,
which companies have to submit when
applying for a loan or bidding in public tenders, Chamber fee is treated as a tax.
Chamber fee is just another of many outof-budget obligations that, according to HUP,
makes doing business in Croatia less competitive. However, unlike the others that are
only occasionally mentioned, it is perhaps
the longest publicly discussed issue, mostly
since almost all of ex-socialist countries have
reformed their Chamber systems and
exposed them to competition in order to
give better services to member companies.
Slovenia was the last country to do so (6
months ago) and the turbulent transformation of its Chamber is still ongoing, as well as
alignment of old Chamberís statute with the
new law, which allows businessmen to
chose their chamber membership. Similar
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007

discussion was opened in Serbia recently,
but the insiders claim that, as in Croatia, the
resistance to the Chamber reform will be
great. In addition to Croatia and Serbia, in
“transitional” Europe, only Albania has the
mandatory Chamber membership, and
many EU countries’ chambers are also
based on this principle.
After the recent Government meeting
with the HUP leadership, it was announced
that within a month the joint analysis will be
completed that will show which of the discovered para-fiscal fees have legislative
basis and which could be abolished. Many

LAW ON CROATIAN CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE SOON IN PARLIAMENT
Regardless of the Governmentís initiatives,
Croatian Parliament should have the proposal of law on Croatian Chamber of
Commerce in the procedure this autumn,
based on HSLS (Social-liberal party) initiative. Part of the opposition has already
announced their support for the proposal,
and it is not ruled out that the Parliament
majority will support it as well.

see this as a possibility for the Government
to finally start with the chamber system
reform, which was also announced at the
beginning of Sanader’s Government’s mandate as one of the first legislative initiatives in
the economic sector. However, the determination to conduct a reform in the system that
employs more than 600 people has swiftly
disappeared. “Within a certain timeframe
Croatia will surely reform the Chamber and
in this way directly unburden the economy.

It is only a question of political will”, stated
Mr. PopijaË, concluding that the realization of
necessity for change is more and more present even at this level.
MEMBERS SERVICES
The Croatian Chamber of Commerce’s
reply to the latest attack on the existing
model of chamber financing and organization is, once again, that they believe it is
more fair to finance the Chamber from membership fees by which “bigger companies
pay more, smaller less and all have equal
access to Chamber’s services and information”. Abolition of mandatory membership,
stated the Chamber, would not endanger
them as an institution, but they could not
operate in the current way any longer. They
explained that ten thousands of members
could no longer receive the services they
have today and the largest part of them
could not afford it financially.
In their arguments, the Chamber pointed
out that financially the abolition of the
mandatory membership and fees for all
companies would have another side effect.
“Since somebody has to provide services
done by the Chamber today, the state would,
as in many countries where membership is
voluntary, establish their own agencies
which would not be financed by the economy, but by citizens (taxpayers), thru indirect
taxes, i.e. VAT”, warns the Chamber.
Also, they remind that the Croatian
Chamber’s model of financing, based on
mandatory membership, is also present in
Croatia’s main foreign trade partners - Italy,
Germany, Austria, Spain, France, Greece,
Luxembourg and Netherlands.
11
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Mandatory versus
Voluntary Chamber Models
BY JOHN D. SULLIVAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE ENTERPRISE, JANUARY 2000

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION
International experience demonstrates
that the structure you use and the degree of
independence you allow for your Chamber
of Commerce will determine your success
or failure. Like-minded businesses, through
their associations can, and general do exert
political influence on legislative proposals
that affect their interest. This may happen in
a variety of ways that can either advance or
hinder market-oriented reform. The manner
in which an association does this also
depends on whether its organization is
defined under public law and membership
is mandatory or voluntary.
The most basic way voluntary-membership associations can promote reform
is through policy advocacy on behalf of
measures that foster competition and
open markets. These associations can
advocate directly on a particular legislative issue. They can also advance a legislative philosophy by maintaining channels of communication with policymakers.
They can assess the costs and benefits of
pending legislation to the private sector in
general and/or to the particular business
segment that they represent. They then
communicate those costs and benefits to
legislators before a vote is taken. Business
associations also can support democratic
reform by training local entrepreneurs on
various aspects of organizing and running
a business in a market-based economy.
THE CORPORATIST APPROACH
The public-law business association is
common in many developing countries,
12

where, prior to the onset of market-based
reforms, the state had a large, hands-on
role in the economy. These associations
have often been used as mechanisms for
government economic control. For example, in Latin America some governments
have negotiated broad-ranging agreements with unions and business groups
that establish targets for wages, prices and
other basic economic elements. While
these agreements promote stable economic conditions, they often restrict the
responsiveness of markets to changing
conditions, as well as the openness of markets to competing firms that do not belong
to key business organizations. This corporatist legacy of public-law, state-controlled
business associations often prompts them
to adopt an anti-reform posture.
BUSINESS INTERESTS
As reforms unfold, policymakers and
entrepreneurs should encourage the formation of voluntary business groups as
alternatives to state-sponsored, corporatist chambers. In transitional economies
such as those in Central and Eastern
Europe and the former Soviet Union,
state-linked chambers may also oppose
reform.
Privatization is a useful example.
Typically, state-owned firms slated for privatization mobilize their resources to fight
it. In many cases, it is not only workers
who are worried about losing their jobs,
but managers as well. The strongest interest groups in the ex-socialist countries prior to their transition - were the leading

executives of large state-owned enterprises. Privatization can be successful only
when this resistance is addressed and
overcome. The adoption of the public-law
model in these societies involves the risk
of slowing reform by creating business
associations that oppose reform. This
opposition stems from the links of the
member firms of national chambers to the
state, a legacy of central planning, which
is corporatist in nature. Thus, public-lawbased chambers in transitional economies
run the risk of falling into a “corporatist
trap,” becoming agents that work against
reform.
BALANCING THE PUBLIC-LAW
MODEL
This is not to say public-law chambers
are inherently opposed to economic reform
or incompatible with a market-based
democracy. However, their role as agents of
the state must be balanced so as to diminish any anti-reform tendencies that they
may have. In the established democracies
of Western Europe where the public-law
model originated, this balance is achieved
in two ways. On one hand, private voluntary groups have emerged to represent
their members’ interests before the state
and thereby serve as a counterweight to the
influence of public-law chambers.
In Germany, for example, the
Association of German Chambers of
Industry and Commerce serves as the
public-law chamber, handling such functions as apprenticeship and other training
programs and foreign trade promotion.
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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PRIVATIZATION RESISTED BY LEADING EXECUTIVES
OF STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES
Privatization is a useful example. Typically,
state-owned firms slated for privatization
mobilize their resources to fight it. In many
cases, it is not only workers who are worried about losing their jobs, but managers
as well. The strongest interest groups in the
ex-socialist countries - prior to their transition - were the leading executives of large
state-owned enterprises. Privatization can
be successful only when this resistance is
addressed and overcome. The adoption

of the public-law model in these societies
involves the risk of slowing reform by creating business associations that oppose
reform. This opposition stems from the links
of the member firms of national chambers
to the state, a legacy of central planning,
which is corporatist in nature. Thus, publiclaw-based chambers in transitional
economies run the risk of falling into a “corporatist trap,” becoming agents that work
against reform.

The Association of German Industries,
however, has emerged as a voluntarymember organization that serves as an
advocate and channel of communication
for business on legislative matters. The
German model is widely believed to be an
appropriate model for Europe with its tradition of mandatory membership and
public private partnership. In recent years,
however, there is a growing move in
German society to revise this structure.
On the other hand, Western European
countries with public-law business associations also have strong democratic traditions, featuring institutional and legal structures that allow more freedom for market
forces as well as guard against the state’s
tendency to command these associations
and, by extension, their member firms.
An open legal system is one such mechanism, in that it gives firms the right to petition the government through an impartial
judiciary to adjudicate disputes and
redress grievances. Well-established private property rights, a free press and
accountability for public officials are also
important in guarding against the potential
of public-law business associations to
dominate business as agents of the state.
Clearly, transitional economies - as well as
many other emerging democracies - do
not yet benefit from strong democratic traditions, and must take this into account as
they decide how to structure business
associations. It also does not make sense
for them to copy association models from
other countries without regard to their own
culture. In the final analysis, this is the ultimate consideration in structuring business
associations.

GLOBAL EXAMPLES FROM CIPE’S
EXPERIENCE
Hungary - In 2000, the Hungarian
Parliament decided to return to the voluntary Chamber approach at the request of
the business community. Although this
involved a considerable debate, it was felt
that the incentives for the Chamber to
provide services and act as an advocate
would be far stronger under voluntary
membership and an arms length from
government.
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“Kristal Alley, Special Advisor for
International Affairs at the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce emphasized that voluntary business associations like the US
Chamber of Commerce and AmCham
Croatia are produ cts that companies
want to buy-not products that they have
to buy-so we must deliver quality services that are in line with our member’s
interests”.

Poland - A similar debate took place in
Poland in the 1990s. President
Kwasniewski of Poland appreciated the
business views when he had to make a
decision. CIPE sponsored a survey, conducted by Demoskop, which showed that
73% of the business community did not
want mandatory membership. Poland has
returned to a voluntary method.
Serbia, Croatia, Albania - These countries utilize the public law model. The
Chambers are considered to be “an arm
of the government” and are seen as “ineffective” by much of the business commu-

nity. In Albania where the Chamber runs
the business registry (as a source of
income), they only collect 5-10% of the
dues. The private businesses view the
chambers as inefficient bureaucracies. As
business leaders in Albania often tell our
staff, “if it looks like a tax and walks like a
tax, it’s a tax.”
Bulgaria and Romania - In 2000, both
used a mixed model with dual leadership
between the government and the chamber. In these countries it becomes very
difficult for the Chamber to oppose government policies and practices that
adversely affect the business community.
CIPE has helped to form the Strategic
Alliance of Business Organizations
(SABA) in Romania as a network for business advocacy.
Estonia - The Estonia Chamber developed with technical assistance from
Germany. It has become a successful voluntary organization. Even German consultants recognized the risks of establishing mandatory chambers in post-communist societies.
Slovakia - They started with a mandatory model, but overnight the Prime
Minister turned it into a voluntary chamber
as a form of “punishment”. The chamber
has maintained its membership base and
now enjoys a high level of autonomy and
respect from the business community.
Georgia - In 1999 the Georgian Parliament debated a law to install a mandatory membership Chamber of Commerce.
After a consortium of groups (including
CIPE translated research) advocated
against the measure, it was defeated.
Armenia - In 1998/1999 under an USIA
funded Chamber/Business Association
Training Program in the U.S., CIPE trained
29 Armenian business association leaders and businessmen. In each training
session this subject came up. On their
own initiative the 29 businessmen/association leaders united to move the mandatory Chamber legislation off the agenda of
the Armenian parliament.
For more information on Chamber models,
see “National Chambers of Commerce: A
Primmer on the Organization and Role of
Chamber Systems,” Markus Pilgrim on the
CIPE web site at http://www.cipe.org/
programs/ba/pdf/Chamber_Primer.pdf
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Trends for 2007
BY WAHYD VANNONI - MEDIACODEX D.O.O.
CONSULTANT IN CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
Second Vice President, AmCham Board of Governors
A MAP OF THE INTERNET FOR... A BETTER
WAY TO BROWSE SEARCH RESULTS
The problem with today’s search engine, is
not in the quality of their results; the problem
lies in the linear way in which those results are
presented.
I say linear, because all search engines present results in a rank format; from what the algorithm calculates is the best result, downwards.
(see picture below for the results 1 - 8 of about
240,000,000 for football). When there are millions, or even just thousands, of potentially relevant results to a search, the first 10, 20 or 50 are
presented in the first screen, or one page on the
browser. If what you are looking for is not there,
you will have to press “next” and read the second set of results.

Most of us, will go through two or three pages
of such results before retreating in frustration.
The challenge is then to refine the search in such
a way that it will reduce the number of potential
results. One likely downside of restricting the
search, is that we might actually eliminate what
we are looking for by being too narrow. Another
frustrating outcome is that we are still faced with
thousands of results compiled in hundreds of
pages. This state of affairs is also true when
search within social network sites such as
14

youtube.com, linkedin.com or flickr.com. What
you are looking for, may be spread over pages
2, 4, 8 and 15. What you were really hoping to
find may actually be on page 25, but you are not
likely to get there and it’s not a matter of having
the fastest connection to the internet. What I
propose, is a visual representation of all the
data; mostly as a graph with a minimal amount
of text. This will take the form of a three-dimensional graph where the results will be aggregated over one to five categories, representing
cone-like shapes. What the search engine thinks
is the top result within a specific category will be
at the top of that cone, with the subsequent
result implicitly laying below it in decreasing
degree of relevance. At the very base of that
cone, (where the topography is flat), will be the
unlikeliest results. Millions of result can
happily lay there, ready to be searched
in the same screen. The first paradigm
shift for the typical internet user, is that
he will know that what he is looking for,
is somewhere on the screen.
How will he do this?
Take for instance the search for the
term “football” in the picture above.
Let’s assume that there are two main
sets of results for that search (various
algorithms may decide otherwise, but I
will show that it wont matter much). The
two sets are Football (played with feet)
and American football. These sets, will
represent two 3-D cones. The top result
of each set will be (let’s assume again for
the sake of the argument) fifa.com for
Football and nfl.com for American football. Right there, in one glance, the user
can focus on the cone (or set of results) that he
really meant. He will then bring his curser
towards the cone that is relevant to him, and if
the top result is not what he hoped for, the cone
will then automatically split up into sub-cones,
illustrating various sub-categories such as professional football versus amateur, geographic
factors etc.
At this point I must point-out that the 3-D representation, should be thought of as a topographic map showing key “landscape” informa-

tion, but not all of it. (see picture). Taking the
same example, the top results of each cone
would appear also as text. Below them though,
there would be just marker of various sub-categories. For instance, mid-way through the cone
might be signs saying blogs, pictures, videos.
Further below, would be Geography, institutions. The user then just needs to direct the curser towards one of those key markers to reveal
the sub-category and the relevant results for it.
In case he realizes what he is looking for is not
likely to be there, he can just “zoom-out” as it
were and tackle his search from another angle
(another sub-category) or height (a category of
categories). It is now clear, that because of the
dynamic experience of the user, it does not matter much how the algorithm will organize the
results, whether the photos sub-category will be
ranked higher then geography, whether they
will be in different branches or not. Getting
there, will be a matter of seconds at most.
Having illustrated the ideal scenario from the
standpoint of the user, I will also suggest one
way in which those categories will be created.
Always from the same example, you will agree
that there will be very little links from a football
website, to an American football website and
vice-versa. Manchester United or Real Madrid’s
website are highly more likely to link to fifa.com
than they are to nfl.com. It is from this aggregated inter-linkage between sites that know they
share something in common that the algorithm
will take its cue, refining it with other variables.
These will be more or less proprietary and I
assume some of it will track the user habits.
Eventually, there could, there should be, a
topographic map of the internet, the organization of which will depend upon the algorithm.
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007

As long as all websites are include, the way they
are organized won’t matter much if the navigation is seamless. It is said that pictures are worth
a thousand words. Soon one screen-shot will be
worth a billion search results.
THE END OF COPYRIGHT?
A long time ago, in the late nineteen-nineties,
a college kid by the name of Shawn Fanning setup the first popular file-sharing program. Its
name was Napster. The inspiration came to him
because of his roommate’s inability to find specific music files. Through napster, users could
simply query a centralised server and find the
files they wanted (songs, videos, text etc...).
Oftentimes, there would be tens or hundreds
copies of the same file available for download. A
large proportion of these files contained music
or videos. As the numbers of users increased
exponentially, music labels became nervous
because of potential loss of revenue. Another
related matter was the subject of theft of copyright material. Since then, music labels won the
legal case against Napster. Also since then, the
amount of copyright material available for free
on the internet has not decreased. Napster has
spawned a variety of programs which get
increasingly sophisticated. The legal case
against them has also been much more difficult
to mount. One such program, Kazaa, had
servers in Denmark, software developed in
Estonia, the domain registered in Australia and

the corporation in Vanuatu. The case against it
was therefore more difficult to prosecute.
Furthermore, sites like youtube.com or
myspace.com which are now owned by behemoths companies like Google and NewsCorp
also publish, indirectly, copyright material. The
difference in these cases is that there is no
exchange of files. The song or video clip is just
broadcast and available only when accessed by
internet users. Presumably it cannot be downloaded. Even so, a very small and free application can be added to a web-browser allowing
you to download, and therefore save for future
use, most videos or songs on these sites. Both
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007

music and media companies at large have
begun to protest and had what they considered
copyright material, taken down. The pattern
emerging then is that of an arms race. There will
always be, a way to copy and distribute any digital file. Technology is not on the side of the
gate-keepers. While media companies argue
that they are feeling the pinch because of lost
revenues, one consistent group of winners are
lawyers. Through them various challenges are
mounted and often won. This state of affairs

however does not seem to impress the enduser. Let’s go back to prehistory in the mid
1980’s when the compact disc appeared. A new
set of hardware was needed to play these CD’s.
This also meant that the same albums available
on vinyl records were eventually bought again.
Worse, many albums, whether vinyl or digital,
contained only one or two good songs. This
infuriated customers who felt they got very little
for their money. When Napster and its offspring
appeared, it was all of the sudden possible to
find that one song, and that one only and experience it a few minutes later. This new kind of
interaction is vastly superior to the alternative
which required going to a record store, scanning through artists and compilation lists and
having to buy an entire album for just that one
song. This scenario assumes you will find that
song in that store. Often it was not in the store.
Music labels have missed a good opportunity
in the late nineties to make peace again with
their customers. They could come-up with a
version of today’s widely popular iTunes. They
did not. iTunes was created not by a music label
or media company, but by a computer and software maker. Music labels were too busy fighting
a rear-guard battle while events passed them by.
Now music labels and media companies in
general have woken-up. They have either set-up
their own online shops or allowed third-parties like
iTunes or amazon.com to resell their content. They
are still prone to command-economy reflexes
however; namely: control, control, control. The
never-ending arms-race will always see technology being one step ahead, of the law. This is
why music companies and content distributors

should rethink their business-model all-together.
When AOL merged with Time-Warner, all the
pieces were in place for such a change. Music
and most content owned by AOL-Time Warner
should have been made available for free. Well
not entirely for free, because customers must
have an internet connection. Therefore, the
availability of free content would have been
compensated by other sources of revenue such
as higher fees for faster connection, advertisement, sales of the artist’s tickets to concerts etc...
It did not happen.
What should happen, is a situation where any
kind of creative content (let’s stick to music and
video for now) will be available both for free and
for a fee. In other words, what will be available
to everybody with a digital device, will be a typical music files, playable ad-infinitum. Attached
to this file, will be suggestions to buy related articles such as guitars and drums or advertisement
for local nightclubs playing this kind of music.
Further, a limited hardcopy edition of this artist’s
opus will be available for sale. It will bear the signature of the artist and the pen with which it was
signed. Free files will also be released prior to
this artist’s tour hereby creating excitement
around the live appearance. Ticket prices of
course will be very expensive as well as other
sources of income derived from the concert
tour. For instance, the instruments used could
be put on auction. If the artist is really good, people will part with money to own a tangible part
of the creation and to be able to experience the
music “live”. This business model is applicable
to books and written material in general. Digital
files of all books will be available for free. What
will cost, will be to meet with the writer either in
person (more expensive) or online (cheaper).
Signed autographs will be for sale and his manuscripts put to auction. Bounded books will be
sold, those with quality illustrations being worth
more than those with just plain text. These will
be worth a lot. Expensive materials and craftsmanship will produce a few, highly valuable,
non-digitizable copies... until technology allows
us to copy any object at will.
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Urbanization and sustainable development
Professor Robert Lang of Virginia Tech estimates that, in the United States, 60 to 100 million
people will move to “20 or so megapolitan”
cities. In China, internal migration is expected to
reach the estimated average annual movement
of 200 million rural Chinese over the past six
years is historically unprecedented, dwarfing the
annual average of 40 million Americans who
moved during the same period, though as a percentage of population the rates are about the
15
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same. Migration between countries and within
countries give rise to many challenges. These
challenges will concern all aspects of human life
and life on earth in general, ranging from social
tension, to economic opportunities, to security
issues, to resources management and allocation, etc... Clearly these issues are linked in one
way or another.
Sustainable buildings
Energy resources are not scarce yet. Oil and
gas for instance will still be plentiful in the coming decades. Problems arise when both the supply and price of energy resources shifts dramatically; when the production and transportation
of these give rise to political instability and when
pollution and waste occur at any or several
points in the supply chain. Architects and scientists as well as local government bodies have
begun to bring interesting answers to these
problems. This movement was brought in not
only to respond to social conscience but also
because, at stake, are important financial gains.
In the June 2005 edition of the Urban Land
Magazine, William D. Browning, Jenifer Seal
Cramer, and Anne B. Frej give the following
examples and figures:
• The Philip Merrill Center in Chesapeake,
Maryland, uses 90 percent less water than a
conventional office of the same size.
• The JohnsonDiversey headquarters is estimated to save more than $100,000 per year as
a result of lower energy consumption,
• The California Department of Education
Building in Sacramento is projected to save
$400,000 annually in energy
costs.
These “green buildings”
aspire to be self-sufficient in
terms of energy requirements and environmentally
sustainable. John Rufo of
Arrowstreet, an architecture
and planning firm in
Cambridge, MA. says that
today, “there is no technological reason why a building
cannot be self-sufficient in
terms of energy need and
production”. Complete selfsufficiency will require technological improvements, policy coordination and novel
solution from all stakeholders. What first comes to mind
when thinking about “green
buildings” is the harvesting of
renewable energy sources,
by, for instance, putting solar
16

• Copyright: Arrowstreet
panels to generate electricity. From a site design
strategy standpoint, depending on the building
type, solutions can be provided by orienting a
building so that its long axis runs east west,
increasing its southern exposure. This enables
the building to capture as much heat during the
winter while minimizing the energy it takes to
heat it. Furthermore, from a purely architectural
standpoint, special materials such as Low
Emissivity Glazing can be utilized to control heat
gain while letting in as much light as possible.
Deep over hangs on clerestory windows and
reflective adjacent roof surfaces can be used in
combination to prevent direct exposure to sunlight while bouncing light to the ceiling to light
interior spaces indirectly.
The use of translucent walls can be employed
to project sun light even deeper into the build-

• Copyright: Arrowstreet
• Copyright: Arrowstreet

ing. This not only saves on artificial light, but also
increases productivity and happiness since natural light is preferable to the artificial kind.
Sensors in the building would then adjust how
much artificial light is needed throughout the
day. According to Environmental Building
News, publisher of the GreenSpec Directory,
“green building” materials should:
• be made from salvaged, recycled, or agricultural waste content;
• conserve natural resources;
• reduce environmental impacts
during construction, demolition, or
renovation;
• save energy or water;
• contribute to a safe, healthy
indoor environment; and
• avoid toxic or other emissions.
Considering the previous points, it
can be said that “Green buildings”
are built in a way that minimizes
waste and promotes recycling.
Aside from the technological challenge, one strictly human element
will be crucial: collaboration
between the stakeholders.
Government agents (local, national and supra-regional like the E.U.),
pressure groups, developers, engineers, contractors and tenants will all
have to show that they can work
together and deliver ever-increasing
levels of efficiency at all stages.
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007
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Awareness Raising

Europe Warms to Commission
Climate Change Campaign
From “Environment for Europeans”, Issue 25-September 2006
Magazine of the Directorate-General for the Environment - European Commission
ARTICLE PROVIDED BY MARK GERO
AMCHAM’S ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE CHAIR

Did you know households cause 16% of greenhouse gas emissions? Under the banner “You control climate
change”, the European Commission is encouraging European citizens to seize the reins and minimise their
contribution to global warming by changing their behaviour to reduce their “carbon footprint”.

O

f the five warmest years on record, four
have occurred since the turn of the millennium, and the fifth was 1998! The
fact that we are experiencing human-induced
climate change is now accepted by most scientists. This can instil a sense of helpless indifference or even fatality in many people. “If the
planet is going to be cooked anyway, why bother?”many ask. Or “What can I possibly do that
will make a difference?”
In fact, there are plenty of things individuals
can do to fight climate change, the
Commission’s new campaign makes clear.
“People may say that their individual behaviour
does not matter. I say, on the contrary.
Households in the EU count for a large part of
the EU’s total greenhouse gas emissions,”said
Environment Commissioner Stavros Dimas.
Together, European households use onethird of the energy consumed in the EU and are
thus responsible for approximately one-fifth of
the EU’s energy-related greenhouse gas emissions. Of this energy, some 70% is used to heat
homes, 14% to heat water and 12% on lighting
and electrical appliances. In addition, private
cars generate one-tenth of EU greenhouse gas
emissions.
PICKING UP STEAM
The EU-wide ‘You control climate change’
campaign was officially launched in Brussels on
29 May 2006 by Commission President José
Manuel Barroso and Environment Commissioner Dimas. A giant copy of the campaign
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007

poster - an eye-catching image of the Earth with
a huge thermostat on it - was unveiled on the
façade of the EU executive’s main building in
Brussels, the Berlaymont. Commissioner
Dimas was accompanied by Belgian Prime
Minister Guy Verhofstadt and Belgian Federal
Environment Minister Bruno Tobback for the
launch ceremonies.
Similar giant banners were unveiled on public buildings in most EU capitals in the week that
followed - for example, in Denmark a campaign
banner was placed on the façade of European
Environment Agency, and in Austria a giant
poster was displayed on the Ministry of
Environment, etc.
Statues in several European capitals underwent a change of wardrobe. For instance, the
plucky Manneken Pis (The Pissing Boy) in
Brussels wore a special campaign T-shirt during the launch.
At a press conference, President Barroso
spoke about the threat of climate change, the
importance of international cooperation, and
the EU’s leading role. “For the Commission,
action against climate change is a priority,” he
said to kick off the campaign. He also stressed
the importance of individual efforts to combat
climate change.
GET THE MESSAGE?
Running from 29 May 2006 to February
2007, the campaign will use the full range of
communication tools, delivering its important
message through public relations initiatives, TV

Commissioner Dimas and
Belgian Prime Minister
Guy Verhofstadt
launching the
campaign

spots, outdoor advertising and on-line communications, including a dedicated website.
A schools programme is being launched in
September 2006, aimed at 13-18-year-olds.
Secondary school children will be encouraged
to maintain a CO2 diary to log their contribution
to reducing emissions. They will also be
encouraged to sign a pledge to reduce their
CO2 emissions.
The initiative’s primary target audience is
people who already make some effort to
reduce their environmental impact, inspiring
them to change their behaviour further and
become ambassadors for the campaign.
SIZE DOWN YOUR FOOTPRINT
The average European produces 11 tonnes
of greenhouse gas emissions every year.
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Reducing our carbon footprint need not cost
us the Earth, but failing to take action certainly might. Under four main headings - turn
down, switch off, recycle and walk - the campaign website provides dozens of practical
and relatively painless tips on how to slash
our personal carbon emissions (see box).
For instance, turning down the thermostat

by just 1ºC will save 10% of the energy you
use to heat your house, which is good for the
environment and, on recent form, good for
your bank balance. Half the car journeys
made in cities are less than 3 km. Such short
drives use a disproportionately high amount
of fuel. It would be healthier for the environment and the individual to walk or cycle.

“If all Europeans would switch their electrical and electronic appliances off instead of
using the stand-by mode, they would save
enough electricity to power a country the size
of Belgium,” points out the Environment DG’s
Renita Bhaskar to show the extent of our collective strength and the relatively simple
solutions.

TEN WAYS TO REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
1. Cycle or walk for shorter journeys. If you
have to drive, do it ecologically - set
your car in motion without pressing
down the throttle, shift to a higher gear
as soon as possible, look ahead to
avoid sudden breaking and accelerat ing.
2. Plant a tree. One tree of average size
absorbs about 6 kg of CO 2 per year, so
over 40 years it soaks up about 250 kg.
3. Turn your thermostat down by 1ºC
(saves 10% of your heating bill).
4. When airing your house, open the win dows for a few minutes only, instead of
letting the heat escape over a long
period. If you leave a small opening all
day long, the energy needed to keep it

warm during six cold months (10ºC or
less outside temperature) would result
in almost 1 tonne of CO 2 emissions.
5. Heat only as much water as you need
for your tea or coffee. Heating a whole
kettle of water uses about as much
energy as lighting your living room for
the evening.
6. Make sure your home is well insulated,
since 50% of heat escapes via the walls.
Insulation is good for the environment
and makes financial sense in the longer
term.
7. Recycle all you can. Better still, reduce
your consumption where possible. Buy
goods with less packaging and switch
from disposable to reusable products.

8. Keep fridges and freezers clean and
away from ovens and cookers. They
work more efficiently that way.
9. Switch off lights and appliances you are
not using. Do not leave anything on
stand-by mode.
10. Switch to energy-saving light bulbs. They
last ten times longer than ordinary bulbs,
while generating up to 400 kg fewer emissions and cutting up to e60 off your electricity bill during their lifetime.

FURTHER INFORMATION
You control climate change campaign www.climatechange.eu.com
The Berlaymont Building (FR/NL) www.berlaymont2000.com

Parliament Adopts REACH New EU Chemicals Legislation and
New Chemicals Agency
European Parliament Press Service, 13 December 2006

P

arliament adopted the compromise it
negotiated with Council on the new regulation for chemicals, REACH, which
will oblige producers to register all those
chemical substances produced or imported
above a total quantity of 1 tonne per year.
Registration will affect about 30,000 substances. For more hazardous substances, producers will have to submit a substitution plan
to replace them with safer alternatives.
When no alternative exists, producers will
have to present a research plan aimed at finding one. The compromise package agreed
with the Council and tabled by 4 political
groups (EPP-ED, PES, ALDE and UEN), was
approved with 529 in favour, 98 against and
18

24 abstentions.
The regulation will enter into force progressively from June 2007, and the registration process will take 11 years to be completed. The calendar for registration depends on
the risk of the substance and the quantity produced. All covered substances will have to be
registered by 2018. REACH also creates a new
Chemicals Agency, to be based in Helsinki,
which will be responsible for the authorisation
process.
Registration will affect about 30,000 substances. The calendar for registration
depends on the risk of the substance and the
quantity produced. All covered substances
will have to be registered by 2018.

European Parliament President Josep
Borrell commenting on the EP adoption of
REACH said: “This vote, on one of the most
complex texts in the history of the EU, sets up
an essential piece of legislation to protect
public health and the environment from the
risks of chemical substances, without threatening European competitiveness. It offers EU
citizens true protection against the multitude
of toxic substances in everyday life in
Europe.”
REACH will replace the current dual system which differentiates between:
• “new” chemicals, i.e. the roughly 3,000 substances placed on the market after 1981,
the year since formal authorisation has
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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been required by Community legislation,
• “existing” substances, placed on the market
before 1981 and numbering around
100,000.
REACH replaces the current 40 legislative
texts with a single regulation establishing
a single system called REACH (Registration, Evaluation and Authorisation of
Chemicals).
HELSINKI CHEMICALS AGENCY
It also creates a new Chemicals Agency, to
be based in Helsinki, which will be responsible for the registration and authorisation
process.
The authorisation process will cover
about 3 000 substances considered more
dangerous. The Agency will be responsible
to authorise them and the producers will have
to present either replacement proposals or
research plans to develop alternatives. The
authorisation will be for a limited time period.
The regulation transfers the burden of
proof regarding testing and evaluation of the
risks of chemicals from the authorities to
industry.
It also includes obligations of duty of care
for the industry and of communication to the
public about dangerous substances in products. It also includes safeguards for confidential information and provisions to avoid
duplication of animal testing.
THE ISSUES AT SECOND READING
The EP Environment Committee, voting
on 10 October 2006, adopted a very firm position by 42 votes to 12 with six abstentions.
Essentially following the recommendations of
its rapporteur Guido Sacconi (PES, IT), it
made no less than 172 amendments to the
Council text, seeking to reinstate several
points from first reading which had not been
accepted by the Member States. Apart from
the substitution of the most hazardous substances, the amendments related to the operators’ “duty of care”, a compulsory chemical
safety report for chemicals in amounts of less
than 10 tonnes and the promotion of alternatives to animal testing.
A series of trialogues - EP, Council and
Commission - was then held to narrow the
gap between the different institutions and, if
possible, clinch an agreement on REACH at
second reading so that it can be implemented
swiftly. The talks concluded successfully on
30 November after the sixth trialogue, less
than a week before the deadline (6 December
at 6pm) for tabling amendments for the pleNEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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nary vote.
The amendments adopted on 13
December reflect the compromise thrashed
out with representatives of the Member
States, the REACH regulation, once rubberstamped by the Council, will enter into force
progressively from 1 June 2007.
The main features of the compromise
struck between Parliament and the Council
and adopted by the European Parliament are:
• Authorisation of hazardous substances
For the most dangerous substances, there
will be an obligation for producers to submit a
substitution plan to replace them with safer
alternatives. Where no alternative exists, producers will have to present a research and
development plan aimed at finding one.
Under a review clause, it will be decided after
six years, on the basis of the latest scientific
data, whether endocrine disruptors should be
included in a list of substances which can only

be authorised in the light of an analysis of
their socio-economic costs and benefits. A
clause was agreed to review after six years,
on the basis of the latest scientific data, the
inclusion of these substances among those
which can only be authorised in the light of an
analysis of the socio-economic costs and
benefits.
• Registration of substances
The Commission must decide in 12 years’
time whether or not to recommend extending
the requirement for chemical safety reports
for substances produced or imported in
amounts of less than 10 tonnes per year. This
deadline was shortened to seven years for
cancerous or mutagenic substances or those
toxic to reproduction. The intellectual property provisions were strengthened, with data

protection extended from three to six years.
• Duty of care
As MEPs wanted, the “duty of care” principle will be enshrined in the regulation. It will
be in a recital stipulating that the manufacturing, import or placing on the market of substances must be done prudently and responsibly, to ensure that, under reasonably foreseeable circumstances, human health or the
environment are not adversely affected. This
will involve collecting all necessary information on the substances in question and relaying all recommendations about risk management along the distribution chain.
• Animal welfare
The promotion of alternatives to the animal testing of chemicals, an issue of prime
concern to MEPs, is now included among the
goals of REACH. To avoid duplication of animal testing, interested parties will have 45
days to state their views before each new plan
for animal tests. Information on toxicity to
human beings should if possible be discovered using means other than tests on vertebrate animals, through alternative methods
such as in vivo procedures. These alternative
methods must be validated by the
Commission, once recognised by the agency,
or international institutions. The Commission
will submit a report every three years on the
use of alternative tests and, if necessary, bring
forward fresh legislative proposals.
• Evaluation of substances
Parliament will appoint two members of
the Helsinki-based European Chemicals
Agency and the Executive Director will have
to undergo a hearing with MEPs before
his/her appointment is confirmed. However,
Parliament’s demands for guarantees of the
independence of the agency’s members visá-vis industry and the publication of declarations of interest were not accepted.
• Communication of information
A clause was added on the duty to inform
the public about dangerous substances contained in products. The distribution chain,
including consumers who request it, must be
informed of the presence of any chemical in
an amount greater than 0.1% of the total
product weight. The Commission must consider the possibility of establishing a
European quality mark for chemical products.
• Comitology
The Council accepted a number of amendments bringing REACH into line with the new
comitology provisions, which give the EP a
right of scrutiny over certain Commission
decisions.
19
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Building a Successful Company
BY JAMES A. CUSUMANO, PH. D.
PRESIDENT OF COTRUGLI BUSINESS ACADEMY (CBA)
www.cba.com.hr
What makes a company successful? World Business Academy Director James A. Cusumano surely knows: he grew a two-person startup into a
1,700-employee venture that ultimately sold for close to $1 billion, and more importantly in his scale of values, makes a difference in the world.
In this article, the former Director of Research for Exxon and successful entrepreneur refines the ingredients for venture success down to seven
items. Anyone who has launched a business will read them and say, “I wish I’d known that back then!” This issue is literally invaluable for anyone starting or running a business: any one of these factors will likely be the difference between success and failure.
here is nothing quite so rewarding
as building something new, something that truly makes a difference
in this world.
In the late 1970s, my partner and I left comfortable, well-paying jobs at Exxon and
formed Catalytica Associates, Inc., a consulting company focused in the area of catalytic
technologies. Located in Palo Alto, California
in the heart of Silicon Valley, “good vibrations” for innovation emanated from everywhere-from bankers, lawyers, investors, venture capitalists, and many others. Using these
assets, we built a leading global consulting
and research company. Within a short time,
we were a profitable privately-held enterprise
with 100 employees and annual revenues of
more than $20 million.
We addressed a large, growing global market. As it turns out, catalysis is critical to our
modern industrial economy, with more than
25 percent of the developed world’s Gross
Domestic Product requiring catalytic technology. This includes the manufacture of fuels,
pharmaceuticals, food products, plastics,
polymers, and much more. It is nanotechnology at its best. We designed molecular catalysts at the nanometer scale, long before the
word was a popular catchphrase on Wall
Street.
The definition of a catalyst tells a good part
of the story. A catalyst is a substance that
accelerates a chemical reaction without itself
undergoing change. Under ideal conditions,
a highly selective catalyst produces only the
desired product.
This definition has important economic
and environmental implications. If you produce only the product you want, you have
no waste, no polluting byproducts. Also,
since a catalyst accelerates a chemical reaction, the energy requirements are always

T
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much less than for the same process carried
out noncatalytically. This saves manufacturing costs and preserves the environment.
For example, pharmaceutical companies
often develop non-catalytic processes to
manufacture the active ingredient for a new
drug, and such a process can require 10
steps or more. Even if each of the 10 steps
provides a 90 percent yield, the final yield to
the desired product is only 35 percent. This
means that 65 percent of expensive raw
materials are converted to undesirable
byproducts, often toxic substances requiring
costly procedures to safely remove and
eliminate them. A properly designed catalyst
can reduce the number of steps to as few as
three. Even if the yield for each of these three
new process steps were no greater than the
original 90 percent, the final product yield
would be 73 percent, providing large cost
savings and often an environmentally-friendly process. And this is exactly what we
accomplished many times over. For example, we developed a process for the manufacture of Pfizer’s Aricept®, a drug effective
for treating Alzheimer’s disease.
Over a decade, we built a financially successful, socially conscious company. Our
teams worked on more than 200 projects for
over 100 companies in 25 countries, companies such as Pfizer, Johnson & Johnson,
General Electric, Mitsubishi, Elf Aquitaine,
Norsk Hydro, Snamprogetti, Exxon, and
many more. We saved them time, money
and environmental costs-and at the same
time we became knowledgeable of emerging critical industrial problems, and where
important business sectors were headed in
the future. In the late 1980s, we decided to
change our strategy. We wanted to move
into manufacturing to leverage our skills and
knowledge in catalytic science. We settled

on two growing market sectors that we
knew would benefit from our technological
know-how-pharmaceuticals and energy
generation. To address these markets, we
formed two business units-Catalytica
Energy Systems, Inc. (CESI) and Catalytica
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (CPI). At CESI, we
developed catalytic systems that enable the
production of low-cost energy with minimal
or no pollution. Catalytica was one of the
first companies to foster the concept of pollution prevention. CESI focused on pollution
prevention technology for diesel engines
and for gas-fired turbines for electric power
generation.
In CPI, we helped large pharmaceutical
companies like Pfizer develop low-cost, environmentally-friendly processes, using safe
raw materials. And then we manufactured
many of these drugs under contract. To
launch CESI and CPI, we raised more than
$80 million in venture capital, and went
through an initial public offering and two subsequent public offerings. CPI was a huge success. Catalytica became one of Silicon
Valley’s fastest growing companies. In less
than five years, we built CPI from three people and no sales to more than 1,700 people
and nearly $500 million in revenues. We
acquired three state-of-the-art pharmaceutical plants, and raised Catalytica’s market capitalization to more than $1 billion. CPI manufactured more than 50 major drugs for the
international pharmaceutical community. For
example, we produced most of the world’s
supply of AZT for treating AIDS, Wellbutrin
for depression, Zyban for smoking cessation
and numerous other drugs for companies
such as GlaxoSmithKlein, Pfizer and Lilly.
In 2002, one of our competitors, DSM
Pharmaceuticals from the Netherlands
“made us an offer we couldn’t refuse.” We
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007
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sold Catalytica Pharmaceuticals, Inc. for more
than $800 million and made a lot of shareholders very happy. Catalytica Energy
Systems, Inc. is still a public company on the
NASDAQ Exchange. In building these companies we made some mistakes. Fortunately,
none was significant. Most importantly, we
learned how to create a successful enterprise. Looking back, it is easy to summarize
the prescription, but it certainly was challenging to implement. Interestingly, these success
criteria appear to be culturally independent. It
makes no difference whether you apply them
to building a company in the U.S., the Czech
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007

Republic or China. In my view, the key
requirements for a successful company are:
1. Hire the right people in the right positions at the right time-and graciously exit
those that are mistakes (We all make them!)
as soon as possible.
2. Focus, focus, focus!
3. Have an early commercial success-it
need not be large.
4. Have a skilled leader at the helm.
5. Address a growing market-better yet create one!
6. Provide strong, consistent, supportive

capabilities to your customers.
7. Have a plan, but stay flexible.
All seven elements are necessary for success, but the first four are critical, and often
the ones on which most companies falter.
The number-one critical challenge is hiring
the right people for the right positions at the
right time. In the early stages of new companies, entrepreneurs may hire friends, relatives
or others who no longer fit the company as it
grows larger. The CEO and his team often do
not face up to working with these employees
to help them find more effective, personally
rewarding positions outside the company.
Usually, a crisis occurs, and then it becomes
an even greater problem to deal with.
Everyone benefits by taking care of these
issues sooner rather than later.
Focus can not be overstated. Along the
way, numerous “opportunities” present
themselves. With limited resources and stringent time constraints, the company cannot
follow them all and succeed. The management team must pick its best opportunities
and put all of the energy of the company
behind them. Having an early commercial
success brings incredible benefits to a new
company. Using the baseball analogy, hit a
few “singles” instead of trying for all “home
runs.” Early successful commercialization
provides management with greater credibility, and the company with higher valuations. A
successful enterprise often must raise money
for growth. With greater credibility and higher valuations much less of the company is
given away with each round of financing.
Having a skilled leader may seem an obvious
requirement for a successful company. But
what are the key characteristics of such an
executive? In my view, there are five, and
taken together they create the spirit and
integrity of a company, the two most important value elements for long-term success.
Compelling vision & realistic strategy: First,
the CEO must actively lead the company in
the creation of, and commitment to, a compelling vision and a realistic strategy for its
implementation.
Passion: The CEO must consistently
demonstrate his or her passion for following
this vision. Nothing galvanizes people more,
nothing sells a product better, and nothing
attracts more positive attention then pure
unbridled passion.
Tenacity: The CEO must be tenacious to a
fault. Recall Winston Churchill’s caution to the
Allied Armed Forces, “Never, never, never
give up!”
Discipline: Personal discipline is a key
21
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attribute for all successful leaders, especially
when it comes to generating excellent
returns for all stakeholders-not just for
investors-but also for employees, the community, and the planet.
Compassion: And fifth, great leaders are
compassionate. They will “walk through fire

for their people.” And believe me, there will
be more than one time that they will be asked
to do so. Yes, the coals in that fire can be very
hot at times, but there really is nothing quite
so rewarding as building something new,
something that truly does make a difference
in this world.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Dr. James A. Cusumano is president of
Cotrugli Business Academy (CBA), leading
business school in Croatia. He is a founder
and retired Chairman of Catalytica, Inc., a
public company comprised of two businesses based on catalytic technologiespharmaceutical development and the discovery and manufacture of clean power
systems (Catalytica Energy Systems, Inc.
CESI-NASDAQ).
Catalytica Pharmaceuticals grew in less
than five years from four people and no
sales to more than 1,500 people and nearly $500 million in revenue. It was sold in
2002 to DSM Pharmaceuticals. Dr.
Cusumano is a former Research Director
for Exxon, with numerous publications
and patents and is currently Vice
Chairman of the World Business
Academy. He maintains residences in
California and in Prague, where he and his
wife are renovating a castle that will serve
as an international executive training center that provides training in body, mind,
and spirit. Several times a year he visits
Croatia, providing lectures to EMBA students at CBA (www.cba.com.hr).

Balanced Scorecard Conference
Successfully Held
alanced Scorecard, an important
regional conference organized by the
leading Croatian business school
Cotrugli Business Academy (CBA), was held
on 23rd of October 2006.
Approximately 350 regional top managers
attended the conference; all of them are business people seriously involved in the strategic aspects of organizational leading, including, Board Presidents and members, strategic
managers, HR and IT directors, department
leaders, business analysts. Participants had a
chance to gather information about this very
efficient business tool which is frequently
implemented in the world’s largest organizations, while measuring immaterial assets and
managing strategic processes.
The central conference orator was Dr.
David Norton, world’s leading authority in the
field of Balanced Scorecard concept and
implementing strategic thinking. Dr. Norton

B
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has, above all, comprehensive experience in
working with strategic opportunities of various-profile organizations, as well as in developing strategic potential of human
resources. In addition to the Dr. Norton’s lecture, representatives of foreign and domestic
organizations exchanged the experiences of
successful strategic organizational leading.
According to Harvard Business Review,
Balanced Scorecard is one of the most
important management concepts in the last
75 years, which represents successful implementation of business strategy through systematic performance dealing. It is based on
the transformation of vision and strategy into
the action plan, simultaneously monitoring
identified strategic goals. This conference is
the result of partnership between CBA
(www.cba.com.hr) and Balanced Scorecard
Collaborative, Inc. (BSCol), global center of
business excellence and knowledge.

• Balanced scorecard: Marc Luyckx (CBA Dean),
Draæen Kapusta (CEO, CBA), Dr. Robert Kaplan
and Dr. David Norton (authors of the BSC concept),
Zoran –oreviÊ (Program Director, CBA)
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Six Sigma for Direct Marketing
Problem solving and training for direct marketers
BY CHARLES MARGOLIS, DAN SOMMERS AND PAUL WOLFORD
FROM QUALITY DIGEST
An introduction to Six Sigma for
direct marketing
S ix Sigma methods, used correctly and
thoroughly for continuous improvement of
direct marketing sales, can produce remarkable results:
1. At a university work-force education
program, total registrations doubled in three
years through continuous testing.
2. In three years an association quality
training institution increased revenue from
one audience by a factor of 10 through continuous idea and product testing.
3. A banking chain generated more than
$6 million of new volume in six months, with
25,000 pieces mailed twice to selected customers and prospects.
In this article, we will look at how some
Six Sigma methods, when adapted correctly to fit direct mail requirements,
achieve profit-growth goals quickly. We do
this by adapting a few conventional Six
Sigma working tools to the complex interaction of 13 simultaneous direct marketing
variables.
Method
Our first step is to discover the sales produced by our present direct marketing variables (our control). We also use data to estimate what sales will be next month. In other
words, our goal is to find a combination of
variables that will produce gains against the
control, and to capture variables data that
will predict the following month’s results.
We compare our control to the first test
direct marketing piece. If the first test wins, it
becomes the new control. Then we make
the second test piece beat the new control.
We then design a third test piece to beat the
second, and so forth, with a goal of consecutive growth every two mailings. This is a
two-cycle compounding effect, whose data
created the above three case successes.
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007

Where traditional Six Sigma uses
define, measure, analyze, improve and
control (DMAIC), for direct marketing we
prefer diagnose, prescribe, test, optimize
and execute (DPTOE).
The diagnose and prescribe steps in Six
Sigma for direct marketing have unique
requirements, because of the language
usage practices used in direct marketing.
The test, optimize and execute features are
similar to the AIC features in DMAIC.
Diagnostic variables consist of the standard statistical tests, with emphasis on
three-variable designed experiments. First,
evaluative market and direct mail data are
studied to establish the diagnostic foundation of the advertiser. This is accomplished
with a data analysis to produce five types of
basic internal data that are labeled diagnostic variables.
Prescriptive variables focus on eight primary variables unique to the direct mail
process. These will be described below.
Data are collected, and startup hypotheses
to be tested are identified.
Tests are developed that confirm certain
diagnostic elements combined with tests of
the startup hypotheses.
Optimize works with the information collected to define the economically most significant test data. After analysis, the confirming tests are structured. New tests will start
the continuous improvement in the second
phase.
Simultaneously, where extension of first
data is indicated, the operating budget is
structured to incorporate the new findings
into the present system as quickly as practical. The purpose of this is to convert first
tests into an operating improvement plan for
the present program and to start the continuous improvement program indicated by
the data for the next step in the ongoing promotion series.

Execute is the implementation phase of
all of the above into an ongoing program.
Following are some examples of diagnostic measurements:
Diagnostic variables are important underlying factors that are separately investigated.
They are not part of the direct mailing specifications. Here are some examples:
1. Late mail, defined as items mailed less
than six weeks before the offer ends, and that
are not mailed twice to the same name at
three-week intervals. On average, late mail produces 30-50 percent less sales volume.
2. Relative dollar revenue of every mail
segment in every list. What is needed is
present dollar volume of each product in
each segment with one year or more of
data, as available.
3. Written marketer statement of the
product problems in the more important
segments. That is, what are the buyer’s
wants and needs (within each important list
segment) with respect to the product, presented in greatest possible detail? A long
problem list is desirable.
4. Profit or attained margin measurement by
• every important list segment
• every offer that has been used
• list total and list segment, and as a
whole for every mailing done in the
past year
• Copy and format for every mailing in
the past year, as used in envelopes, circulars, order forms, and each other
enclosure sample, with test data if
available.
5. Rate of growth by each marketing list
segment for three years, if available.
6. Pricing and marketing policies for each
marketing category.
Diagnostic categories are marketing
foundation policies, for the most part. Data
analyses of trend and market differences,
when acted upon, are readily evaluated and
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lead almost immediately to profit
improvement. In a sense, they are similar
to the “Define” category in Six Sigma,
except they often define sensitive marketing system issues not limited to a single
problem, but instead help define and
specify broadly significant policy options.
The prescriptive tools are immediately
practical for development of the direct
marketing materials themselves.
In DMAIC, the purpose of “measure” is
to define the variables to be measured in
later work stages. Our direct marketing
alternative is P for prescriptive. Many copy
(marketing lingo for “what the reader
sees”) elements cannot be measured
directly. One method to test the effectiveness of ad copy is to test all the copy in a
control piece as a single unit, and entirely
different copy in the test piece. In this case
a useful strategy is often first to compare
marketing results from copy A to copy B ,
then in separate tests compare results of
changing main headlines or other elements. similar tests are useful in format
design, offers and product descriptions.
Many prescriptive variables can be
rank ordered or evaluated quantitatively in
other ways. For example, every mailing is
likely to have letter copy, headline copy,
24

format display, offer options, optimum
repetitions and greater or lesser degrees
of personalization. These variables can be
defined and compared. Our strategy is to
standardize tests and controls, and to use
experiments to assess three variables per
experiment at a time, thereby evaluating
six variables in a mailing with two designs.
Our long-term probability for discovery of
two test wins in six tries in a single mailing
is about 80 percent.
Prescriptive variables summary follows; the unique values differ in every single marketing effort.
1. Copy
A common procedure is to write the
benefits vividly, document or prove the
promise of the benefits, develop the offer
to create a desire to buy, add the hook or
incentive to act now, then write the headlines for key topics, prove your claims of
benefits and create credibility using vivid
picture words and a focused display. This
is the total copy function. A common strategy is to use this method for broad comparisons with a prior control to find a proposed new piece.
When favorable, your next test can
change only the copy or the offer, then
test against the earlier successful test.

This is compounding
growth on copy alone.
However, if you do the
same thing with each
list segment and simultaneously with offers
tailored to each list segment, then you will discover the big winner in
the test series.
For example: if the
market consists of
three primary list segments-each with its
own buyer fundamentals, like age differences, sex differences,
ability and reasons to
buy-then three specialized kinds of copy are
more effective (often by
200 percent or more
than the same appeal
averaged over the
pooled lists), since it
produces larger gains
in each test segment
than a single piece of
copy focused only on
the common product attributes. This
simultaneous segmentation of copy, list
and offer is called “personalization.”
2. Offers consist of three primary factors: The offer itself, the language used to
state the offer, and the number of corollary
offers that may accompany the primary
offer. Examples: (1) Buy one, get a second
one free; (2) Buy one, get the second one
at half price; (3) Buy two for the price of
one.
Note the differences: Numbers 1 and 3
are the same offer in different words. They
are not likely to pull equally with all list
segments. Learning which segments are
better represents potentially large profit
differences. Often, restating key words
doubles the response.
3. Hooks for a right-now response:
Corollary or secondary offers, “Order
before Friday, and receive a free subscription to “XYZ magazine.” With the same
basic offer, will the secondary offer
increase the response enough to more
than pay for the offer? Would a different
secondary item out-pull the first one tried?
We test to find out. When we know, we
plug it in for long term use.
4. Complete product descriptions, each
tailored to list segments to be used:
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Where list segments are interested in different product features, they are made
more dominant, with more copy to fit that
segment’s special interests. This is a form
of personalization to the list. We test copy
variants and suspected features.
5. List segment past productivity is critical: We compare static versus time-related list segment performance by sales
period. “Static” refers to comparative periods, and “time-related” compares extended times such as by month, by season and
by year for the past three years. Schedules
are modified to compare similar periods.
6. Layout and format design tests: One
example tests charts and graphs vs.
words.
7. Optimum repetitions, to be discovered in each case: Basic repetitions (one
time per segment) compared to two, three
and four repetitions for a mailing, to
observe the effects on total profits after
mail costs for each kind of repetition.
8. Personalization: One outstanding
performance caused five programs to
increase over non-personalized tests by a
factor of eight. For each order produced
previously, personalization produced an
eight-fold increase. Personalization refers
to repetitive use of a mail list name within
the same mail piece. With referrals to
recently purchased items by the buyer, the
mailer offers unique value for that person
only, and for a limited time, with respect to
selected products, with a high value premium for purchase by a given expiration
date. First class postage may be tested
against third class. Growth requirement
for personalization promotion is no less
than four to five times the nonpersonalized
promotion to the same list, with at least
double the profit margin.
How to beat your control some working tips
• You’re trying to compare the 13 diagnostic and prescriptive factors in both control and test mailings.
• Start with mail samples, lists and
results data. Look at each item in both lists.
Compare control to test headline, benefits
Number of orders

display, words used, how were key ideas
displayed control vs. test. Write down differences. Make note of which look better or
worse, in terms of the 13 variables. Write
down ideas for change as they come.
Organize, rewrite, polish, strengthen it.
Review two or three times, then use it.
Cause and effect process charts monitor and strengthen the improvement
process, record winners and facilitate new
idea development to help growth become
continuous.
The Ishikawa fishbone, or cause-andeffect, chart is an effective monitoring and
idea development device. Note the captions on each fishbone. Note copy, offer,
list segment ideas, etc. Each cause produces it own ideas for improvement of
each factor. Brainstorming leads to new
ideas to be added.
We record and date each idea used,
along with the results number, using a suitable metric for that particular fishbone.
Every planning session starts with a
review of what we have learned since the
previous meeting. The meeting is then
opened to brainstorming or idea development for new ideas. Appropriate ones are
selected, added to the chart, tested, and
evaluated at regular planning meetings
when new data has been accumulated.
Documentation for source improvement is what Six Sigma brings to direct
marketing. If your direct mail-generated
leads or sales grow from 20 per 1,000 to
40 per 1,000, you will increase your direct
mail profits this year by 222 percent.
See column below, Profit Margin/1000
Six Sigma compounds sales from
direct marketing by a continuing inflow
of verified new ideas from 13 critical
variables.
Three of the 13 more important variables are copy, list segments and offer.
The following direct mail experiment was
used to generate qualified inquiries from
several types of manufacturers, and several types of wholesalers serving five different industries.
Each test was significantly greater than

1000 sales at $200 each Cost/1000 to mail

Profit Margin/1000

20

$4,000

$2,200

$1,800

40

$8,000

$2,200

$5,800

60

$12,000

$2,200

$9,800
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the control. The total response (all three
variables combined) can be seen in the
last row of the below table. The combined
total produced 96 responses in controls
and 237 in tests. This was promising since
this was the first test. All three tests outperformed controls by 147 percent on
average.
The New Problem: Which variables of
our 13 can we now apply to the successful
test we just transformed into our new control, so as to compound our growth further?
Some new ways of thinking
about this test
1. The main envelope headline supported generic product benefits. A secondary headline on each envelope
defined special buyer interests by industry.
(e.g., machine tools had a different sub
headline than steel makers, who differed
from warehousing. Your hypothesis might
be: Is personalization by type of industry
the likely cause of the superiority? Can we
test this idea by new expanded copy
based on these differences? Here’s new
work for the marketing team.
2. List segments were differentiated
in a team meeting, which suggested that
since the purchase was expensive,
CEO’s might want involvement, therefore lists could separate CEO’s from production managers. This hypothesis is
supported.
3. The variable, letter copy, expanded on the envelope promise. List segments were selected by field to agree
with the envelope sub headlines. They
used the same industry appeals as
envelopes. Question: Can we add a
new offer for the next mailing to both
envelope headlines and with a major
display in the letter? Will that increase
response further?
Discussion and action
The designed experiments of Six
Sigma tell us that some 13 direct marketing variables, combined and measured
correctly, are the primary causes of
response. Available hard buying evidence
separates more effective from less effective methods precisely. For 100 years
applied sales methods were driven by
what vendors chose to sell, rather than on
how marketers needed to sell. Today, marketers can achieve predictable continuous
growth at lower total costs, more quickly
and easily, when they use all the relevant,
25
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REPORT
available, objective facts. You can almost
choose your growth rate.
Summary of the key analytic process
from the data-the next test step
To beat your best test results, combine
the primary findings of the winning variables with relevant new ideas. This
becomes the new test to compare to the
best-yet control. This is an ongoing
process, whose goal is to retain all the best
factors of the winning variables. A practical
strategy is to combine them with new ideas
from the last three variables used in a prior
test, then add the most appropriate of the
10 as yet unused variables. Essentially a
Worksheet Data for this DOE
Item

Control

Test

Envelope
headline

26

85

Mail lists

32

79

Letter copy

38

73

Total response

96

237

recombination of the best-pulling elements
added to some entirely new variables. Use
three-way tests only.
How can we recover from past sins
of omission?
The problem of continuously increasing
returns is a scientific one, which can be
solved by widespread use of applied science methods. It cannot be solved with
“pretend” scientific sales talk. Numbers,
measurement and statistical analysis are
musts in the marketing mix, no matter
which genius writes the copy. Word people
are indeed crucial, but they are far more
effective when directed by complex, interacting, verifiable facts.
That means designed
experiments developed to
No.Mailed
solve specific marketing
problems. Two-way split
comparisons are useful,
1,000
but nowhere adequate to
1,000
manage multiple interact1,000
ing variables, which is precisely what Six Sigma for
direct marketing does for

business marketing. With it, response
increases. You can predict from relevant
data what the response will be, and over a
mailing series you will see continuous
improvement. For example, for an ASQ
chapter, we mailed 1,600 members two
mailings per quarter for 12 quarters, starting
with 38 registrations per quarter, and by the
12th quarter we had reached 350 registrations per quarter. Note: Except for a limited
turnover of members, we sold the same
1,600 people 10 times as many courses as
they had ever bought before. This is continuous growth, equivalent to beating your
current control 10 times in 12 consecutive
quarters. Now you can finally say goodbye
to the one or two percent returns most
firms experience and see profits grow as
never before.
About the author
Charles Margolis has been a direct marketer
for 63 years, starting with Charles Atlas. Dan
Sommers is a Six Sigma specialist, first with
General Electric, and is now a consultant and
instructor. Paul Wolford is a Six Sigma copywriter and production manager.

The New Investment Promotion Law
BY THE TRADE AND INVESTMENT PROMOTION AGENCY
he New Investment Promotion
Law is to become valid in
January 2007, thus enabling the
one term new job creation initiative of
15.000 kuna per person. The level of
financial support will be determined by
the level of unemployment in each
county, ranging from 1.500 to 3.000 €.

T

Employment initiatives are shown in
the below table.
The shortest period of investment
preservation and creation of investmentrelated workplaces is 5 years, so it cannot be shorter than the period of the use
of initiative measures.

Employment initiatives through the New Investment Stimulation Act
Unemployment
figures in each
county

26

Level of financial support
related to reasonable
costs of forming new
workplaces

Increase in tech.development
innovative centres

Increase in
strategical activities in
commercial support

< 10%

10% (do 1.500 EUR)

+50% (750 EUR)

+25% (375 EUR)

10 - 20%

15% (do 2.000 EUR)

+50% (1.000 EUR)

+25% (500 EUR)

> 20%

20% (do 3.000 EUR)

+50% (1.500 EUR)

+25% (750 EUR)

Support for the reasonable cost of
training cannot be bigger than the maximum intensity, as shown in table on
page 27.
Initiative measures under the new
investment promotion law determine the
investment projects in production and
commercial activities, technological
development innovative centers and
strategic activities in commercial support.
The minimal investment value for which
the incentives can be granted was reduced
to 300.000 €. Along with the incentives for
employment and training, the law determines avoidance of income tax, tariff preferences and incentives measures for big
investment projects - projects of great
importance for economical interests.
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Tariff preferences
Non-refundable financial support for
long -term assets will be granted for
projects in establishing and developing
technological - innovative centers, as
well as for purchasing equipment for
technological - innovative centers for up
to 5% of reasonable costs, with the maximum value of 0.5 mil. € (in kuna), the
condition being that the purchased
equipment must be high-tech.
Big investment projects, projects of
great economical interest are those with
long-term asset investments of at least 15
mil. € and with the condition of at least 100
new investment - related jobs created.
For big investment projects in areas
where the registered level of unemployment is over 20%, there will be, along
with the foreseen stimulating measures,
a non-refundable money support of up
to 5% of the value of reasonable investments in long-term assets:
• For the cost of building new factories or
industrial plants
• For the cost of new production equipment
In the total maximum value of up to 1
mil. € (in kuna), as long as the part

Level of
investment
(mil. EUR)

Number of
new jobs
created

Length of time
for incentives
(in years)

0.3 - 1.5

10

Up to 10

30

Up to 10

7%

4-8

50

Up to 10

3%

>8

75

Up to 10

0%

Special training

General training

Large entrepreneurs

Up to 35%

Up to 60%

Small and medium entrepreneurs

Up to 45%

Up to 80%

invested in machinery and production
equipment equals at least 40% of total
investment value and at least 50% of the
bought machinery and production
equipment must be high-tech.
For big investment projects whose
realization implicates building new
plants or expanding the old ones, relating to investments, there will be a nonrefundable financial support of up to 5%
of the value of the cost of building new
structures or expanding the old ones,
with the maximum value at 0,5 mil. €.

Retained
earnings

Other investments

Total

Assets

Liabilities

Assets

Liabilities

1993.

0,0

100,9

n/a

n/a

n/a

100,9

1994.

0,0

94,9

n/a

n/a

n/a

94,9

1995.

0,0

84,0

n/a

n/a

n/a

84,0

1996.

0,0

394,0

n/a

n/a

n/a

394,0

1997.

0,0

322,1

35,9

-7,1

125,6

476,6

1998.

0,0

575,5

63,9

-12,8

216,3

842,8

1999.

0,0

1.208,3

44,6

-0,6

116,9

1.369,2

2000.

0,0

748,3

87,3

0,0

302,9

1.138,5

2001.

0,0

899,4

188,4

0,1

414,5

1.502,5

2002.

0,0

712,1

161,8

-0,3

323,3

1.196,9

2003.

0,0

756,2

588,9

-1,5

440,9

1.784,5

2004.

-2,8

316,4

291,4

-17,4

402,7

990,3

2005.

0,0

764,5

568,7

1,5

68,0

1.402,7

1. & 2. Q 2006.

-0,1

313,1

527,7

16,9

267,5

1.125,1

Total

-2,9

7.289,7

2.558,6

-21,2

2.678,6

12.502,9

Source: HNB
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10%

1.5 - 4

Direct foreign investments in Croatia, 1993 - IIQ 2006, mil. EUR
Proprietary
investments

Income tax
rate

All investment related initiatives are
regulated by the The New Investment
Stimulation Act, which will be valid from
1st January 2007.
Initiative measures regulated by the
investment stimulation act involve
investment projects that are environmentally safe and have one of the following aims:
• implementation of new equipment
and modern technology,
• introduction of new production
procedures and new products,
• higher employment and employee
training,
• modernization and improvement of
business,
• development of high rate production ,
• growth in economic activities,
• growth in economic activities in parts
of Croatia where economic development and employment are below the
national average, along with the map
of regional support schemes,
• development of new services,
• IT development,
• cooperation with financial institutions
abroad,
• adjustment of Croatian economy
towards European standards.
The bill regarding free zones, created by
the Ministry of economy, labor and entrepreneurship, will be put into parliament
procedure in early 2007, in regulations with
the EU. Croatia is in progress of adjusting
its laws and regulations to the standards of
EU’s judicial system, some acts are already
adjusted, with the New Investment Stimulation Act and the public aid act already providing greater transparency.
27
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MICROSOFT BUSINESS
TECHNOLOGY CENTER THE FIRST 12 MONTHS
About center
Microsoft Business Technology Center is
focused primarily to supporting the
development of more competitive small
and medium sector in Croatia. The goal
of this two million dollar investment in 2,5
year timeframe, is to create a business
incubator and a source of knowledge
transfer and training for companies that
strive to seize all the advantages of technology in their everyday business.
The Microsoft Business-Technology
Centre, established in May 2005 and
inaugurated in October 2005 by Croatian
Prime Minister Dr. Ivo Sanader, is located
in the City of Varaædin with the main goal
to assist the development of the local
economy as well as support small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME) in
Croatia. With the support from the
Government of the Republic of Croatia,
the project is based on agreement

between the United States Agency for
International Development (USAID),
Microsoft and City of Varaædin, as well
as, the partners from the ICT sector in
Croatia, CISCO, HP, and T-COM.
Microsoft Business Technology Center
was founded to provide infrastructure
and resources for the ICT industry, especially to ISV’s (Independent Software
Vendors). With goal of helping entrepreneurs and SMEs to create innovative
new products and services, bring those
products and services to market, and
build well-managed businesses around
those innovative products and services,
the Center contributes to the development of the ICT sector in Croatia resulting in the creation of new IT tools for the
28

Croatian businesses that will enhance
their ability to compete on regional and
global markets, thus stimulating growth
and knowledge-based jobs creation at
the national level.
Gathering the founding members, distinguished guests from the local
Community, Government representatives and media, the Centre celebrated
the first anniversary on November 16th
in City of Varaædin. On that occasion, the
US Ambassador, Robert A. Bradtke,
emphasized: “By all accounts, the
Center has served as a catalyst for the
development of innovative software
products and encouraged young
Croatian entrepreneurs to hone their IT
skills so that they can more effectively
compete in the global technology marketplace.”
Initial goals:
Over the first 30 months the following
results in Microsoft Business Technology
Center are expected:
• The Centre will directly assist a minimum of 100 ISV companies with formal
training or technical assistance with software development.
• A minimum of 200 new employees will
be hired by assisted companies as these
companies develop and market new
products and find new markets for their
existing products.
• A minimum of 20 new start-up companies will be established as a result of
Centre assistance
• A minimum of 50 new software products will be developed, registered under
internationally recognized standards, and
offered to the market
Results after first 12 months of operations:
The results* of Microsoft Business
Technology Centre in first 12 months of
operations: 145 independent software
vendors were assisted, more than 25 new
product were developed and 15 new
companies were assisted to in their startup period. The Center hosted 47 different
seminars, trainings and workshops,
accommodating 461 attendees from 145
companies from Croatia, as well as all
over Europe.
*Estimate, based on focused group feedback October 2006
Find out more about MSBTC
To find out more about Microsoft

Business and Technology Center, visit
our web site at
http://www.microsoft.com/croatia/
msptc/default.aspx or send us an
email to msptc@microsoft.com.
EXCLUSIVE CELEBRATION FOR NEW
CBA GENERATION 2006

On Saturday, November 25, 2006 Cotrugli
Business Academy organized a solemn
event at the “Arts and Crafts Museum” to
celebrate the gathering of the new
Executive MBA generation.
Presently, CBA’s EMBA program had
accounted for more than 150 top managers from leading Croatian organizations. EMBA generation 2006 brings in as
many as 90 ambitious and proactive individuals, who represent generators of positive changes within their organizations
as well as in Croatian society in general.
CBA enters the 4th year of business activities with a respectable reputation of
being the leading business school in
Croatia and fastest growing school in the
region. The mission of CBA is to prepare
the leaders for a new role in this knowledge society. A considerable response to
this event made by the national economists and entrepreneurs is the best indicator of increasing the collective awareness and importance of the life-long education in Croatia.
During the same afternoon, a new generation of CBA’s postgraduate students
were introduced to the structure of EMBA
program. Managers of leading Croatian
organizations got an insight to the plan
and program of the upcoming modules.
After the official program, they had the
opportunity to watch an impressive documentary movie called “Corporation”,
whose broadcast rights were given to
CBA especially for this occasion.
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T-HT AND MICROSOFT: PARTNERSHIP
AGREEMENT
At a press conference held on
December 4, the T-HT’s president of the
Mana-gement Board and CEO Ivica
MudriniÊ and Davor MajetiÊ, director of
Microsoft Croatia, signed a partnership
Agreement continuing the former
collaboration between the two
companies, but also expand it in the
following three years
T-HT and Microsoft agreed to jointly work
on projects of technological improvement
of current services and develop innovative telecommunications services and
joint offers to end users. The Agreement
also included the activities promoting the
use of IT and telecommunications technologies in economy, and especially in
small and medium enterprises in Croatia.
“The Agreement will bring multiple benefits to our customers in the form of new
integrated services which are intended to
facilitate and improve their everyday lives
and work, and enable our company to
expand achievement of business goals.
Our joint initiatives are meant to encourage economic growth in Croatia”, said
president of the Management Board and
CEO of T-HT, Ivica MudriniÊ, while signing
the agreement.
Davor MajetiÊ, director of Microsoft
Croatia, speaking of the Agreement on
the partnership, pointed out:
“Convergence of IT and communications
services is happening across the world to
the benefit of users. It is our common goal
to facilitate access to the latest technologies for all. To business users we wish to
offer more powerful tools for increasing
competitiveness, to private customers
still better and more accessible services,
and to Croatian economy in general,
another impetus for stronger growth.”
T-HT and Microsoft Croatia have so far
worked on innovative solutions for the
improvement of the T-HT’s internal
processes within various business functions, such as customer service, management services and HR area. Development
of new services for end users, such as
Hosted messaging and Collaboration
services are planned, which will enable
joint provision of communications and IT
services on the principle “One stop shop”
for small and medium enterprises in
Croatia.
Plans also include the expansion of activities to promote the use of broadband
Internet and reinforce former excellent
collaboration on improvement of the local
software industry through Business-technological centre in Varaædin.
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007

Beginning of the competition Web2Vegas for preparation of web-applications based on Microsoft technologies
was announced at the press conference.
Web-applications which are submitted to
the competition, should be interesting to
a wide circle of people and should promote web as technology connecting people and opening new opportunities.
Applications will be placed on T-Portal,
and visitors will be able to vote for their
favourites. Best works will be awarded as
voted for by the visitors and professional
jury. The first two awards are six-day trip
to the MIX conference in Las Vegas, taking place early in May next year. The
Competition lasts until March 23, 2007.
GENERAL GRAFIK WON “GOLDEN
TESLA’S EGG” AWARD
General Grafik recently won “Golden
Tesla’s Egg” award in VIDI’s e-nnovation competition for innovations in
high-tech, in the medium enterprises
category. The competition is organized
in cooperation with the Ruer BoπkoviÊ
Institute and the award itself is a
reminder of Nikola Tesla’s most important invention - device powered by the
alternating current which creates a
rotating electromagnetic field. There
was a very strong competition in this
category, as many participating innovations have already won awards and
recognition at similar worldwide competitions.
General Grafik’s professional research
and development team has developed
and produced the CardMaster - ink-jet

variable system for printing, designed
for professional industrial usage. Its distinctive features are high print quality at
high print speeds and instant drying of
ecologically acceptable ink. It has a
wide use because of the possibility of
printing on virtually all kinds of materials, such as paper, various types of
plastic, foil (PVC, PE, PP), CDs, all sorts
of metals, wood, ceramics, glass etc.
NEW APPOINTMENT IN PBZ GROUP

Mrs. Nina Oberiter-Gluhak, President of
the Board of PBZ Card, has been appointed as coordinator for customer relations,
corporate communications and marketing
of PBZ and PBZ Group, at the
Management Board office of PBZ. Mrs.
Oberiter-Gluhak has a long-standing
career in the credit card business, starting
in 1970 when she was employed by Atlas,
which held American Express franchise
for ex-Yugoslavia from 1972. From 1992
she is Marketing director of Atlas
American Express and in 1998, when
Privredna banka Zagreb took over the
American Express franchise, she was
appointed President of the Board of PBZ
American Express. Mrs. Oberiter-Gluhak
has a degree in English and French from
the Faculty of Philosophy of University of
Zagreb and masters degree in tourism
economy from Interdisciplinary studies in
Dubrovnik.
CONGRATULATIONS!
We would like to congratulate our former
AmCham Board member, Mr. Don
MarkuπiÊ (from AmCham Patron member
- PricewaterhouseCoopers Croatia), for
being the first common law lawyer to
pass the Croatian Bar Exam, who will be
officially applying for admittance to the
Croatian Bar Association to practice law in
Croatia, having already been admitted to
practice law in Australia and the UK.
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C R O AT I A T O DAY
Embassy of the Republic of Croatia, Washington DC
ESTABLISHMENT OF CEFTA
BUCUREST, Romania, 19 Dec - Central Europe took a
step towards more free trade and economic cooperation with the ratification of CEFTA or the Central
European Free Trade Act. The agreement includes
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania, Serbia,
and the UN Civil Administrator in Kosovo on behalf of
the Kosovo region. Croatia’s delegation included
Foreign Minister Kolinda Grabar-KitaroviÊ, Deputy
Prime Minister Damir Polanec, and Minister of the
Economy Branko VukeliÊ, who signed the economic
agreement. “We are satisfied and this is a great victory of Croatian diplomacy-all who have signed CEFTA
are winners in this story” said PolanËec. The agreement replaces a network of 31 bilateral free trade
agreements between various southeastern European
countries with a single simplified system of regulations
that will facilitate trade in the region. EU Trade com-

missioner Peter Mandelson said that the new and
expanded CEFTA would offer concrete economic benefits to all sides, and that it is an important political
indicator due to the fact that closer trade relations in
the region is a basis for stability and prosperity. EU
Enlargement Commissioner also stated that the agreement, along with being important towards constructive
economic cooperation, is also seen as a precondition
for EU membership.
CROATIA’S FINANCIAL RATING INCREASING
According to Dun & Bradstreet, Croatia’s financial rating
has increased yet again this year, reaching the level of
DB3, meaning there is a minimal risk towards investing in a
particular country. Croatia was previously DB4, meaning
there was a moderate amount of risk involved concerning
investments made in Croatia. D&B says that recent reforms
along with positive IMF analysis have helped Croatia’s
cause.

U. S .- E U R O P E C O M M E R C E N E W S
a publication of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Europe/Eurasia Business Committee
U.S. TRADE GAP CONTINUES TO NARROW
For a third straight month, the global U.S. trade balance narrowed to $58.2 billion or by 1.0% (due to rising exports) in
November - its lowest level since July 2005. This figure was
lower than expected by Wall Street and should boost confidence in the economy. At the same time, however, the U.S.
trade gap with the Euro area rose to $7.4 billion from $6.99
billion.
EU BUSINESS UPBEAT - MORE SO THAN IN THE U.S.
Covering the opinions of 7,200 bosses in 32 countries - and
representing about 81% of global economic output Grant Thornton’s (a global accounting, tax and business
advisory organization) latest International Business
Report shows a surge in business confidence across the
European Union (EU). It concludes, on a scale of +0% to
+100%, confidence in the EU stands at +46%. In the U.S.,
on the other hand, the balance is +14%, which is lower
than most would expect - but most likely due to the recent
economic slowdown and political frustration. India posted
the most optimism in the report, at +97%. 29 countries out
of the 32 surveyed were optimistic about their country’s
economy.
EU’S AMBITIOUS ENERGY POLICY FOR EUROPE
The European Commission (EC) announced on January
10 that it plans to cut emissions of greenhouse gases by at
least 20% by 2020 - as part of an energy “post-industrial
30

revolution” plan. There are three central pillars to the EU’s
new integrated energy policy:
* A true EU internal energy market - loosening grip and
breaking apart of some national energy providers, giving
way to better competition and a diversified infrastructure
* An accelerated shift to low-carbon economy
* Energy efficiency through 20% target by 2020 - binding
for the first time
Ministers will debate the energy plan proposals beginning in March. Industry has already voiced their concerns
over the cost of such a proposal to the competitiveness of
the EU economy.
U.S. AND EU TRADE OFFICIALS - “PROGRESS”
MADE ON GLOBAL TRADE TALKS
Meeting in Washington, U.S. Trade Representative Susan C.
Schwab and EU Trade Commissioner, Peter Mandelson both
reported progress in reviving the World Trade Organization’s
(WTO) Doha round. “Extremely useful in terms of possible
areas of convergence” said Schwab when asked about the
new impetus over multilateral trade talks. Mandelson
answered reporters, “there is fresh hope for the Doha Round
and we now have to build on that work.” President Bush, in
meeting European Commission President Barroso, weighed in
too, calling on all parties to work together in bringing success
to the Doha talks and international trade. Trade ministers will
meet in Davos, Switzerland at the end of the month to try and
agree on how to salvage the Doha round.
NEWS&VIEWS n 1/2007
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THE NORDIC CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ELECTED NEW PRESIDENT

PATRON
EIG d.d.
Gajeva 2a/IV
10000 Zagreb
Phone: 385 1 4813 465
Fax:
385 1 4828 141
www.eig.com.hr
EIG d.d. is a Croatian joint-stock company
founded in 1927, publicly traded on the
Zagreb Stock Exchange.
In November 2004, the Company changed its
name from ELKA into EIG after selling its
main cable production subsidiary (Elka kabeli
d.o.o.) and completing its transformation to
an investment holding company, taking
advantage of its accumulated experience
and strong financial position.
EIG’s investment portfolio is now focused on
the production of alternative energy for large
corporations and local municipalities.
EIG is a major shareholder in five alternative
energy projects operating in Hungary for
clients such as Coca Cola Bottling and Teva
Pharmaceuticals.
Ilirika Securities Ltd.
RadniËka cesta 39 (Centar 2000)
10000 Zagreb
Phone: 385 1 4808 000
Fax:
385 1 4808 030
e-mail: info@ilirika.hr
www.ilirika.hr
ILIRIKA Securities Ltd,
a member of the ILIRIKA
Investment Group, is a
reputable investment banking boutique that
has an unparalleled knowledge of the local
markets in the South East Europe (SEE)
region. ILIRIKA holds a strong position in all
key regional (SEE) markets, including
Romania and Ukraine, and is fully able to
provide a wide range of excellent and reliable brokerage, asset management and
investment banking services.
ILIRIKA is uniquely positioned to offer direct
access to these markets through its sub-
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Ambassador of Finland Mr. Ilpo Manninen, Ambassador of
Denmark Mr. Berno Kjeldsen, the Ambassador of Norway
Mrs. Elisabeth Walaas and the Ambassador of Sweden Mr.
Lars Freden, expressed their support and they are pleased
to see the good relations between the Nordic companies
and the Croatian companies.

sidiaries in Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro,
Macedonia, Ukraine and Romania. ILIRIKA is
carefully pursuing its long-term goal of
becoming a dominant investment banking
boutique in this region.

CORPORATE
Phoenix trade d.o.o.
Industrijska zona
Kukuljanovo bb
51223 ©krljevo
Phone: 385 51 207 400
Fax:
385 51 207 484
e-mail: phoenix-trade@ri.htnet.hr
www.phoenix-trade.hr
Phoenix Trade d.o.o. is one of main
importers, exporters and distributors of
paper goods, cosmetics and household
products. It imports goods from several EU
countries and is exclusive representative of
all its suppliers for Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina markets. Main suppliers are:
Sara Lee Corporation, Sisma, Fairness,
Kartogroup, Farmaceutici Dottor Ciccarelli.
Phoenix Trade has wide assortment of high
quality brands such as Ambi Pur, Kiwi, Perla,
Cera di Cupra, Cotoneve, Genera, Gelcup,
Samurai, Logex etc. It successfully distributes goods to all suppliers throughout all
Croatian markets and cooperates with about
280 wholesale and retail partners. Phoenix
Trade makes efforts to satisfy as many needs
of its partners and buyers and to offer them
top quality products and services.
The company is established in 1991 and successfully operates for more than 15 years. It
has two distributing centers: Rijeka and Split.
Phoenix Trade has young and ambitious
team of 70 employees.
For the last two years headquarters of

Phoenix Trade are in a new building in
Industrial zone near Rijeka. The building is
settled on property of 21.000 m2 of which
business premises occupy about 9.500 m2 of
office and warehouse area. It is equipped
with top-level technology and protected with
modern video surveillance. To ensure fast
and efficient distribution Phoenix Trade has
modern motor pool of 40 vehicles.
For additional information, please do not
hesitate to contact us.

BUSINESS

NEW MEMBERS

In November 2005, the Nordic Chamber of Commerce in
Croatia, founded by the leading companies from Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden present in Croatia, elected the
new President - General Manager of Regent Esplanade Mr.
Jorgen Jorgensen. The election of the new President was followed by an official celebrating dinner, during which the

Forever Living Products - Zagreb
Ulica grada Mainza 21
10000 Zagreb
Phone: 385 1 3909 770
Fax:
385 1 3909 770
e-mail: flp-zagreb@zg.t-com.hr
www.foreverliving.com

For over 25 years, Forever Living Products
has dedicated itself to seeking out nature’s
best sources for health and beauty and sharing them with the world. Founded in 1978,
FOREVER rewrote the book on how to put
nature’s best sources for health to work for
you. Our complete family of Aloe Vera
drinks, skin care products and cosmetics
brings the remarkable properties of aloe to
the entire body.
Today, FOREVER is a multi-billion dollar company doing business in over 105 countries as
the world’s largest grower, manufacturer and
distributor of aloe vera. From its International
Headquarters located in Scottsdale, Arizona,
Rex Maughan - Founder, President and CEO,
directs operations worldwide. Over 7.5 million distributors enjoy the support, tools and
guidance required to live healthier and
wealthier lives.
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MEMBER TO MEMBER DICSOUNT PROGRAM

INFO

Discount description and amount

AUTOMOTIVE
EUROLINE
• Special discount for Chrysler Jeep
vehicles on stock for all AmCham
Members

COMPUTERS
HEWLETT PACKARD
• Discount cca 30-40% from list price.
• Please see AmCham’s ‘Members Only’
webpages for specific models offered
at discounted rate.

CONSULTING
AGENCIJA d.o.o.
• 5% discount on seminars
• 20% discount on published books
• 20 % discount on Database “Otvoreno
poslovanje 2005” (Excel format, contains
detailed data on more than 60.000
Croatian companies)

COFACE INTERCREDIT
• 5% discount on all pricelists

NEUMANN GROUP
• 25% - salary survey Croatia, Slovenia,
Serbia and Montenegro

PMC INTERNATIONAL
• 10% discount on any service used
(database, advertising, exec. search)
• 20% discount on total fee if

32

simultaneously 3 or more positions are
contracted with one client
• The discount of 20% for AmCham
members, does not apply to already
discounted prices.

CREDIT CARDS
DINERS CLUB ADRIATIC Ltd.
• gratis membership fee for new business
Diners Club Exclusive cardholders (worth
HRK 1.000)

PBZ CARD
• Special offer for your employees- without
entrance and joining fee for one of the following basic personal American Express Cards
for the first year of membership:
- American Express Card
- The Gold Card
- American Express Credit Card
- Blue from American Express
- T American Express Credit Card.

EVENT PLANNING & PRODUCTION
BOGADURA d.o.o.
• 10% Team building programs
• 10% Team building event programs
• 10% Team building activities

FURNITURE
»ERNELIΔ I SINOVI
• 10% on all office furniture

• 10% for designing of the interior

HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
ARCOTEL ALLEGRA
• 15% discount on the room rates for
AmCham Members that do not have a
contract with ARCOTEL Allegra

HUP ZAGREB d.d.
• The Westin Zagreb - Sheraton Zagreb
Hotel - Four Points by Sheraton Panorama
Hotel
• 15% discount on the room rates for
AmCham members that do not already
have contract for accommodation for 2005

HOTEL DUBROVNIK
• 10% on room rates from Monday to
Friday
• 20% on room rates during weekends
(Friday to Monday)
• 20% on room rates in summer period
(July 10 to September 10)

HOTEL EXPRESS INTERNATIONAL d.o.o.
• 10% on purchase of Hotel Express Gold
Card which enables customers to slash bills
in quality hotels worldwide by 50%,
including free booking service

LOVRANSKE VILE
• 15% on accommodation prices

MAGNUM OPATIJA d.o.o.
• 10% on the room rates in hotels Opatija,
Bristol and Design hotel Astoria for
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AmCham members that do not already have
contract for accommodation

IMAGING
GULIVER IMAGE d.o.o.
• 5% on Rights Managed Imagery

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ORACLE
• 10% on technology programs licenses
• 10% on first year technical support
services for technology programs
licenses

SILICON MASTER
• 10% on iScala 2.2 Business Solution
software license
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endowment insurance with annual
premium payment; joint endowment
insurance with annual premium payment;
supplementary personal accident cover
with life assurance policy; group endowment
insurance; group term insurance
• 6% individual endowment insurance with
single premium payment
• 6% joint endowment insurance with single
premium payment
• 10% personal accident insurance
The abovementioned discounts shall apply
only for insurance within 100% retention
of Allianz Zagreb d.d. and only if
insurance is taken out in the branches of
Allianz Zagreb d.d.

KÜHNE&NAGEL
• 10% customs clearance
• 10% customs warehouse (storage and
manipulation)
• 10% daily delivery within Croatia

PRINTING
• 5% for subscription to daily world
newspapers (NY Times, Washington Post,
USA Today...)
• 15% to our printing & mailing (direct
marketing) service
• 10% to our full color digital printing service

PUBLISHING

INSURANCE

OBVIUS D.O.O.

ALLIANZ
• 5% property insurance; Marine and inland
marine hull insurance; insurance of goods
in transit; insurance of motor vehicles - full
comprehensive motor (casco); individual

TEXTILES
MV DEKORI
• 10% on all orders for AmCham Members

GENERAL GRAPHIC

LOGISTICS

- source Croatian Bureau of Statistics - 2004)
for Hospitality, Travel, Leisure, Real Estate and
Consulting services
• 15% on all advertising in Adria Zeitung
newspapers
• 5% Croatian-to-German translations, text
editing and language editing (service
available only for Adria Zeitung regular
advertisers)
• Discounted prices to AmCham members
do not apply to already discounted prices
listed in Obvius

• 20% on advertising in Adria Zeitung
- newspaper for German and Austrian tourists
in Croatia (circulation 245.000 - target
2.2 million German speaking tourists in Croatia

TRANSPORTATION
UPS
• 10% discount on UPS services for worldwide
express package delivery

TRAVEL
ATLAS Travel Agency
• for details on available discounts please go to
AmCham 'members only' webpages

HERTZ RENT A CAR
• 15% for rent a car services at all Hertz offices
in Croatia

F o r s p e c i f i c d e t a i l s o n d i s c o u n t p r o g r a m a n d c o n t a c t i n f o , p l e a s e s e e A m C h a m’ s
‘Members Only ’ webpages.
NEWS&VIEWS  1/2007
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INFO

ADVERTISE IN AMCHAM
NEWS & VIEWS !
Keep up with your competition and take
advantage of a great opportunity to increase
your company awareness through advertising!
This is to remind you of an extraordinary
opportunity for advertising in the AmCham
News & Views. News & Views is received by
businesses (large and small), embassies,
individuals, other AmCham in Europe, NGOs
and other organizations which have an interest
in activities in Croatia, Europe and elsewhere,
including our membership of 200 companies
and individuals. We can also include your
one page (A4 size) flyer in mailing of our
AmCham News & Views magazine.
Circulation is 1000 copies.

JOIN AmCham!
AmCham was founded in December 1998 by 20 American companies, all wanting to create an attractive business environemnt in Croatia in which to operate and prosper.
AmCham has now grown to more than 200 members, representing US, Croatian and
multinational companies, as well as non-profit organizations and entrepreneurs
comprising the broadest spectrum of business enterprises.
AmCham brings experience in dealing with world markets and the cutting-edge technology to compete in those markets; establishes and maintains close communication among
the foreign investors already present in Croatia, as well as foreigners considering investing
in Croatia. As the voice for foreign business in Croatia, AmCham is an effective lobby; provides a network of committees dealing with real issues; organizes seminars and forums;
promotes social and cultural events and creates opportunities for exchange among the
membership and the community at large. This is why AmCham continues to be the leading

1 page - 5000 kn
1/2 page - 2800 kn
1/4 page - 1870 kn
inner cover - 7000 kn
back cover - 8500 kn
double page spread - 9500 kn
flyer inserts (A4, 2-sided print) - 5000 kn
VAT is not included.
Minimum format is 1/4 page.
Advertising rates for non-members
are 50% higher.
For advertising articles the price is
the same as for the commercial ads.
Ad designing is 10% of the ad price.
For reservation of space and any
additional info, please contact:
Ms. Marina Vugrin
American Chamber of Commerce in Croatia
Krπnjavoga 1, 10000 Zagreb
Phone: 385 1 4836-777
Fax: 385 1 4836-776
e-mail: office@amcham.hr

voice of foreign business in Croatia.
If you have decided to join us or, if you need more information on AmCham,
call 385 1 4836-777 or 4836-778 to speak with our helpful AmCham Executive Office
staff; fax 385 1 4836-776; e-mail: info@amcham.hr or visit our website:
www.amcham.hr

SERVICES we provide to our membership:
• facilitating business and government contacts
• organizing regular monthly luncheons featuring Croatian, US and other foreign
business leaders and officials as keynote speakers
• organizing informal monthly cocktails sponsored by AmCham members to promote
their companies/products/services
• facilitating networking among our members
• publishing “News & Views” Magazine containing relevant information about
changes in legislation and regulations, in addition to business opportunities, reports
on AmCham events and our members’ advertising
• organizing seminars and power breakfasts
• access to our library with English translations of Croatian laws

Special offer:
If you publish ads (applicable only to one page
ads) in all 7 issues of the magazine within a
year, you will receive one ad free of charge.

• cooperation with the activities of the US Chamber of Commerce and European
Council of American Cambers of Commerce (ECACC)
• various committees which examine more closely the issues impacting companies
and their operations
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Advertise in AmCham

News&Views!
Keep up with your competition and take advantage of a great opportunity
to increase your company awareness through advertising!
This is to remind you of an extraordinary opportunity for advertising in the AmCham News & Views. News & Views
is received by businesses (large and small), embassies, individuals, other AmChams in Europe, NGOs and other
organizations which have an interest in activities in Croatia, Europe and elsewhere, including our membership of
around 200 companies and individuals. We can also include your one page (A4 size) flyer in mailing of our AmCham
News & Views magazine. Circulation is 1000 copies.
TYPE
1 page
1/2 page
1/4 page
inner cover
back cover
double page spread
flyer inserts (A4, 2-sided print)

Price kn
5000,00
2800,00
1870,00
7000,00
8500,00
9500,00
5000,00

• VAT is not included
• Minimum format is 1/4 page
• Advertising rates for non-members are 50% higher
• For advertising articles the price is the same as for the
commercial ads
• Ad designing is 10% of the ad price

For reservation of space and any additional info, please contact:
Ms. Marina Vugrin
American Chamber of Commerce in Croatia
Krπnjavoga 1, 10000 Zagreb
Phone: 385 1 4836-777
Fax: 385 1 4836-776
e-mail: office@amcham.hr

SPECIAL OFFER:
If you publish ads (applicable only to one page ads) in all 7
issues of the magazine within a year, you will receive one
ad free of charge.

